
UNIT – I: Basic Biology

CHAPTER-1
CELL CYCLE, CELL DIVISION AND STRUCTURE OF 

CHROMOSOME

Topic-1 Cell Cycle and Cell Division

Revision Notes

	� All living beings are made up of one or more units called cells.
 � The organisms made up of a single cell are called unicellular organisms while the organisms that consists of 

many cells are known as  multicellular organisms.
 � The study of cell is called Cytology. The term cell was given by Robert Hooke for the first time when he observed 

cork cells under a primitive microscope assembled by him.
 � Cell Theory : The credit of formulation of cell theory is given to a German Botanist M.J. Schleiden and a German 

Zoologist T. Schwann who clearly outlined the basic features of cell theory that :
(a) All living organisms are made up of cells.
(b) Cells always arise from the pre-existing living cells with the help of division.

 � Growth is a continuous process which occurs throughout the life of a cell.
 � Each and every cell in an organism possess three essential parts – cell membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus.
Cell division: 
 � It is necessary for proper growth, development and survival of organisms.
Cell cycle:

•	 It is the sequence of events including growth and division, that cell undergoes from the time of its formation 
up to its  division into daughter cells.

•	 Cell cycle comprises of two phases – Interphase and phase of division (mitosis and meiosis i.e., M Phase)
•	 G1, S, G2 and M – phase collectively form the cell cycle.

Interphase: 
•	 It is a series of changes that takes place in a newly formed cell and in its nucleus before it becomes capable of 

dividing again. Therefore, it is also called intermitosis.
•	 Interphase of dividing cell has three stages - G1 , S and G2 -phase.
•	 It is also known as biosynthetic phase in which cell duplicates its cell organelles & replicates its DNA.
•	 G1 phase is characterised by the synthesis of RNA and non-histone proteins. Cell growth occurs and substances 

are produced which inhibit or stimulate the onset of next S – phase.
•	 S phase follows the G1 - phase. It is characterised by the replication of DNA and the chromosomes are 

completely duplicated.
•	 G2 - phase is the period in which centrioles, mitochondria, Golgi bodies and other cytoplasmic organelles are 

doubled.
M or D phase:

•	 It is the phase when the cell enters the prophase stage of cell division.
Phase of Division- Mitosis

•	 Mitotic ( M – phase ) consists of karyokinesis (division of nucleus) and  cytokinesis (division of cytoplasm). 
•	 Mitosis results in the formation of identical cells. Daughter cells have same genetic constitution quantitatively 

and qualitatively as the original cell.
•	 Mitosis was first observed by Strasburger in plant cells and by Flemming in animal cells.

Karyokinesis:
•	 Karyokinesis: It comprises of four phases – prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase.
•	 Prophase: It is the longest phase of division. Replicated chromosomes each with sister chromatids condense 

and become visible. Nuclear membrane along with nucleolus disappear.
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•	 Metaphase: The chromosomes arrange themselves at the equator of the spindle to form the equatorial plate. 
Each chromosome is attached to the spindle fibres by its centromere.

•	 Anaphase: The centromere split and the newly-copied chromosomes (daughter chromatids) are moved to 
opposite poles of the cell.

•	 Telophase: It is the phase in which nuclear membrane is reformed around each group of chromatids, now 
called chromosomes at each pole. Two nuclei are thus formed.

Importance of Mitosis:
•	 Karyokinesis is followed by cytokinesis in which cytoplasm of the cell divides in two parts.
•	 It brings about the reproduction in unicellular organisms.
•	 It is necessary for growth, maintenance and repair in multicellular organisms. 

Differences between Animal and Plant cell Mitosis :

Mitosis in Animal cell Mitosis in Plant cell
1. Asters are formed. 1. Asters are not formed.
2. Cytokinesis occurs by furrowing of cytoplasm. 2. Cytokinesis occurs by cell plate formation.
3. Occurs in most tissues throughout the body. 3. Occurs mainly at the growing tips and sides.

Meiosis:
•	 Meiosis is the cell division which occurs in sex cells and results in the formation of four daughter cells. The 

daughter cells are quantitatively and qualitatively different from mother cells.
•	 The whole process consists of two successive coordinated divisions called meiosis – I and meiosis – II.
•	 During meiosis – I, the number of chromosomes is reduced to half while in meiosis – II, division is of simple 

mitotic type.
•	 Meiosis maintains the same chromosome number through successive generation of species.
•	 The most important significance of meiosis is that the number of chromosomes in the sex cells are halved.
•	 It helps to produce new recombination of characters as a result of crossing over (exchange of genetic material 

between two homologous chromosomes).
•	 Major differences between Mitosis and Meiosis are:

Mitosis Meiosis
(a) Mitosis takes place in the somatic cells. It occurs either in the reproductive cells or at the time 

of development of zygote.
(b) It is a single division which produces two cells. It is a double division. It gives rise to four cells.

(c)  The number of chromosomes remains the same 
after mitosis.

The number of chromosomes get reduced to half after 
meiosis.

(d)  No crossing over takes place. Crossing over takes place in prophase - I.

Key Terms

 � Amitosis : Cell divides without spindle formation.
 � Disjunction : It is the separation of homologous chromosomes during cell division.
 � Non-disjunction : It is the non-separation of homologous chromosomes during anaphase – I of meiosis – I.
 � Congression : Chromosome fibres contract and bring the chromosome over the equator.
 � Mitogens : The agents which stimulate the cell division are called mitogens, e.g., Cytokinins and some steroids.
 � Mitotic poisons : There are some chemicals which inhibit cell division, e.g., azides, cyanides, colchicine.
 � Intranuclear mitosis and pre-mitosis : In protists, fungi and algae, the nuclear envelop does not degenerate 

during mitosis, instead spindle is formed inside the nucleus.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept: Cell Cycle Stages � Concept: Mitotic Stages
	  Mnemonics:  Get Set Go! Make a Call  Mnemonics: I Prefer Milk And Tea – Coffee
	  Interpretation :  Interpretation:
  G : G1 Phase  I : Interphase
  S : S Phase  P : Prophase
  G : G2 Phase  M : Metaphase
  M : M Phase  A : Anaphase
  C : Cytokinesis  T : Telophase
    C : Cytokinesis
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Topic-2 Structure of Chromosome

Revision Notes

 Introduction:
	� Chromosomes are rod-shaped or thread like deeply stainable condensed chromatin fibres which are hereditary 

vehicles
	� Hofmeister(1848) first observed the chromosome. The term chromosome was proposed by W. Waldeyer (1888).
Role of Chromosome:
	 �		Role of chromosome in hereditary process was discovered by Morgan (1933).
	 �	A set of paired chromosomes or two sets of chromosomes is known as diploid, e.g., ,Human – 23 pairs of 

Chromosomes.
	 �	A set of unpaired chromosome or a single set of chromosome is said to be a haploid. 
Types of Chromosome:
	 �	Each chromosome consists of 2 units or arms, called chromatids attached at a point called primary constriction 

or centromere.
 �	Centromere: Depending on the location of centromere, chromosomes are classified into four types –

  (i) Telocentric – Centromere at one tip.
  (ii) Acrocentric – Centromere is just below the tip.
  (iii) Sub-metacentric – Centromere is in between the center and the tip of the chromosome.
  (iv) Metacentric – Centromere is in the middle.

Types of Chromosomes

	 �		Chromatin fibre: A chromatin fibre is a continuous linear DNA double strand associated with proteins of two 
types – basic histones and acid or neutral non-histones.

	 �	It also contains some RNA and some enzymes such as DNA and RNA polymerases.
	 �	The term chromatin means “coloured material.“ The chromatin occurs in a non-dividing nucleus as fine 

filaments termed as the chromatin fibres.
	 �	A chromosome consists of two identical halves called chromatids that are held together at one point i.e., the 

centromere.
	 �	Double helical model to explain the structure of DNA was given by Watson & Crick in 1953.
	 �	The organisms which contain a segment of foreign DNA or gene are known as transgenic organisms.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept: Nucleotide Base Pairs
	  Mnemonics: Apple on Tree, Car in Garage
	  Interpretation: Adenine, Thymine, Cytosine, Guanine 

Key Terms

 � Centromeric Index : It is the ratio of lengths of the two arms of chromosome.
 � Allosomes : These are sex chromosomes whose presence, absence and particular form determines the sex of the 

individual.
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 � Autosomes : Chromosomes other than sex chromosomes are called autosomes.
 � Homogametic : Individuals having homomorphic sex chromosomes produce similar gametes. For e.g., Human 

female
 � Heterogametic : Individuals with heteromorphic sex chromosome produce two types of gametes. e.g., Human 

male.
 � Karyotype : Karyotype is a chromosome complement of a cell / organism providing description of various 

aspects of all the chromosomes like number, relative size, position of centromere, length of arms and satellite.
 � Satellite / Trabant : A satellite chromosome or SAT chromosome has a chromosome segment that is separated 

from the main body of the chromosome by a secondary constriction.
qq

CHAPTER-2
GENETICS

Topic-1 Genetics and Related Terms

Revision Notes

Genetics

 � The term genetics was proposed by William Bateson.
� Genetics is the branch of biology that deals with the study of inheritance and variation of characters from parent 

to offsprings.
� The transmission of characters from parent to offsprings is called heredity or inheritance. Like wise, no two 

individuals of a species are alike, such differences are called variations.

Terms Related to Genetics

� Monohybrid Cross is the inheritance of one pair of contrasting characters. For example, a cross between a pea 
plant with a dominant green seed and one with a recessive yellow seed.

� Dihybrid Cross is inheritance of two pairs of contrasting characters. For example, the inheritance of yellow and 
round seed character with the green and wrinkled character is a dihybrid cross. 
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� Gene : Mendel presumed that a character is determined by a pair of factors present in each cell of an individual. 
These are known as genes in modern genetics.

� Allele or allelomorph : They are various forms of a gene or Mendelian factor which occurs on the same locus on 
homologous chromosomes and control the same character. Alleles or allelomorphs control different expressions 
or traits of the same character (e.g., tallness and dwarfness in Pea).

� Heterozygous : An individual having two contrasting Mendelian factors or genes for a character. Heterozygote 
or heterozygous individual is also called hybrid, e.g., Tt.

� Homozygous : An individual having identical Mendelian factors or genes for a character (TT or tt). Homozygous 
or homozygotic individual is always pure for the trait.

� Dominant Factor : An allele or Mendelian factor which expresses itself in the hybrid (heterozygote) as well as in 
the homozygous state. It is denoted by capital letter (T for tallness).

� Recessive Factor : An allele or Mendelian factor which is unable to express itself in the hybrid or in the presence 
of alternate (dominant ) allele. It is denoted by small letter (t for dwarfness). The recessive factor expresses itself 
only in the homozygous state (e.g., tt ).

� Variation : The differences among the members of same species and offspring of the same parents are referred to 
as variation.

� Genotype : It is the gene complement or genetic constitution of an individual with regard to one or more 
characters irrespective of whether the genes are expressed or not. For example, the genotype of hybrid tall pea 
plant is Tt, pure tall TT and dwarf tt.

� Phenotype : The observable, morphological or physiological expression of an individual with regard to one or 
more characters is called phenotype. For recessive gene, the phenotype is similar to genotype. For dominant 
genes, the phenotypic expression can be due to its homozygous genotype or heterozygous genotype. For 
example, phenotypic tall pea plant can be genotypically TT or Tt.

Key Terms

 � Character : It is well defined morphological or physiological feature of an organism. e.g., Stem height.
� Gene symbol : Each character is provided with a symbol, e.g., T for tallness and t for dwarfness.
� Gene locus : A particular region of the chromosome representing a single gene is called gene locus. 
� Hybrid : The heterozygous organism produced after crossing two genetically different individuals is called a 

hybrid.
	� Pure line : It is a strain of true breeding individuals which have homozygous traits due to continued self breeding 

over the generations.

Topic-2 Mendel’s Laws of Inheritance

Revision Notes

 Introduction:
	� G. J. Mendel ( 1822-1884 ), the father of genetics, was an Austrian monk.
� He was the 1st scientist who made a systematic study of patterns of inheritance of characters from parents to 

progeny.
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� He carried out breeding experiments on garden pea plants (Pisum sativum) and formulated basic laws of heredity.
� Mendel crossed a pure tall garden pea plant and a pure dwarf pea plant, the resulting offspring were called F1 

generation.

Selection of Pea Plant

� Why Mendel selected pea plant for his experiments?

(i) Garden pea has distinct, easily detectable contrasting traits.
(ii) The plant reproduces well and grows to maturity in a single season.
(iii) The pea plant is self pollinating in nature because pea flower is bisexual.
(iv) Self pollination could be prevented by removing the male reproductive parts of the flower.
(v) Cross-pollination could be done artificially.

Mendel’s Laws of Inheritance 

� Law of Paired Factor : A character is represented in an individual ( diploid ) by at least two factors. The two factors 
lies on the two homologous chromosomes at the same locus. 

� They may represent the same ( homozygous, e.g., TT in case of pure tall pea plant, tt in case of dwarf pea plant ) 
or alternate expression ( heterozygous e.g., Tt in case of hybrid tall pea plant ) of the same character.

� Law of Dominance : In a hybrid, where both the contrasting alleles or unit factors are present, only one unit factor /
allele called dominant is able to express itself while the other factor/allele called recessive remains suppressed.

�	In a cross between pure breeding red flower ( RR ) pea plant and white flower ( rr ) pea plant, the F1 generation 
is red flowered though it has received both the factors ( R and r ). 

�	It is because of the dominant nature of factor for red flower colour and recessive nature of the factor for white 
flower colour.  

�	On self breeding, the recessive trait reappear in the F2 generation showing that it is suppressed in F1 generation, 
and not lost.

� Law of Segregation : Law of segregation states that the two contrasting factors do not mix in the F1 generation but 
segregate or separate from each other at the time of gamete formation. 

� Mendel continued his experiments further and allowed self pollination in F1 hybrids. 
�	The resultant offsprings were called F2 generation. 
�	In F2 generation, tall and dwarf plants are formed in 3 : 1 ratio, so that each gamete receive only one factor, either 

dominant or recessive. Hence, gametes are pure.
�	Thus, law of segregation is also referred to as law of purity of gametes.

Law of independent assortment
� Law of independent assortment states that the factors of different pairs of contrasting characters behave 

independent to each other at the time of gamete formation, and at the time of fertilisation they bring about all the 
possible combinations of characters.

� Mendel crossed a pure yellow, round seeded garden pea plant with a pure green, wrinkled seeded garden pea 
plant. All F1 individuals show yellow, round characters. 

� In F1 dihybrids, yellow character is dominant over green character and round character is dominant over wrinkled 
character. 
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� Mendel allowed self pollination of F1 dihybrids and observed F2 generation. 
� In F2 generation, he found yellow round; yellow wrinkled; green round; green wrinkled pea plants in 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 

ratio. 
� In the above cross, in F2 generation, two more new varieties of pea plants are formed besides the parents. They 

are yellow, wrinkled and green, round plants.
     YYRR    ×      yyrr
     ( Yellow, Round )        ( Green, Wrinkled )
       YR                           yr
           YyRr        ( F1 generation)
           ( Yellow, Round )

+ 
YR Yr yR yr

YR YYRR YyRr YyRR YyRr

 Yellow, Round  Yellow, Round  Yellow, Round  Yellow, Round

Yr YYRr YYrr YyRr Yyrr F2 generation

 Yellow, Round Yellow, Wrinkled  Yellow, Round  Yellow, Wrinkled

yR YyRR YyRr yyRR yyRr

 Yellow, Round  Yellow, Round  Green, Round  Green, Round

yr YyRr Yyrr yyRr yyrr

 Yellow, Round Yellow, Wrinkled  Green, Round  Green, Wrinkled

Phenotypic Ratio – 9 : 3 : 3 : 1  Yellow, Round – 9 Yellow, Wrinkled – 3 Green, Round – 3
Green, Wrinkled– 1
This ratio is called Mendel’s dihybrid phenotypic ratio.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Mendel’s Law of Inheritance
	  Mnemonics : Prepare Drawing for School Institute
	  Interpretation : Law of Paired Factor, Law of Dominance, Law of Segregation, Law of Independent 

Assortment

Key Terms
 � Genome : It is a complete set of chromosomes where every gene and chromosome is represented singly as in a 

gamete.
� Gene pool : The aggregate of all the genes and their alleles present in an interbreeding population is known as 

gene pool.
� Backcross : It is a cross between hybrid and one of its parents in order to increase the number of traits of that 

parent.
� Test cross : It is a cross between an individual with a dominant trait and a recessive organism in order to know 

whether the dominant trait is homozygous or heterozygous.	
� Mutation: Sudden changes in one or more genes in the progeny, which normally may not have existed in 

the parents, grandparents or even great grandparents are called mutations. For example : albinism, sickle cell 
anaemia.

� Mutation may be of gene mutation – changes in the DNA & chromosomal mutation – changes in the number of 
arrangement of the chromosome.

Topic-3 Sex Determination in Human Beings

Revision Notes

Human Chromosomes

	� In humans, 23 pair of chromosomes are present. These are classified into two main types such as – Autosomes and 
Sex chromosomes.
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� Autosome are 22 pairs of chromosomes other than the sex chromosomes. Autosomes are chromosomes that 
contain genes for anything that are not related  to sex determination.

� Sex chromosome is a pair of chromosome which determine the sex of a person. These XX-XY chromosomes are 
called hetero-chromosomes or sex chromosomes. The remaining chromosomes are called autosomes. 

� In human beings, male gametes ( sperm ) contain either X or Y chromosome, while female gamete ( egg ) contains 
only X-chromosome.

� The sex of child depends upon the kind of sperm that fertilises the egg during fertilisation. In case, the sperm 
carrying (X) chromosome fertilises the egg (X), then the resulting child will be female (XX) and if the sperm 
carrying (Y) chromosome fertilises the egg (X), then the resulting child will be male (XY). This can be shown by 
the following cross:

Topic-4 Sex Linked Inheritance of Diseases

Revision Notes

Introduction
	� Sex linked inheritance was first discovered by Morgan (1910) in Drosophila.
� In man , two sex linked disorders are haemophilia and colour blindness.
� In haemophilia, blood clotting mechanism is absent. The person with colour blindness cannot distinguish colours.
� Haemophilia and colour blindness are caused by recessive genes present on X chromosome.
� The above two disorders are common in males than females, because the gene is located on the X chromosome.  

As there are two X chromosomes in females out of which only one gets affected usually, so, the disease is not 
expressed. On the other hand, males have only one X chromosome, so the disease is expressed in males.

Inheritance of Diseases
� When a normal man marries a colour blind female., expected vision of their children may be shown as:

  Result : All male children are colour blind and all female children are carrier. 
� Inheritance of X-liked genes as in colour blindness and haemophilia is called criss-cross inheritance. 
� This is because the son (male) may get it from the otherwise normal but carrier mother and a colour blind father 

may pass it on to the daughter making her colour-blind if the mother is carrier.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Genetic Disorders
	  Mnemonics : Never Come Home Alone
	  Interpretation : Night Blindness, Colour blindness, Haemophilia, Albinism

qq
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UNIT – II: Plant Physiology

CHAPTER-3 
ABSORPTION BY ROOTS AND TRANSPIRATION

Topic-1 Processes of Water and Mineral Absorption

Revision Notes

Introduction

 � Plant physiology is the branch of botany which deals with the study of metabolic activities or life processes of 
plants. Stephen Hales is considered as Father of Plant Physiology.In India, Father of plant physiology is Sir.  J.C. 
Bose.

 � Water forms 66 % to 90 % of the total body weight of living beings.
 � Gases, minerals and other solutes enter the plants and move from cell to cell.

Imbibition
� Imbibition is the absorption of water by solid particles of an absorbent substance without forming a solution. e.g., 

swelling of seeds.
� Imbibition results in an increase in volume, liberation of heat and development of pressure called imbibition 

pressure.

Diffusion
� Diffusion is the movement of molecules of a substance (gas, liquid or solid) from the region of higher concentration 

to the region of lower concentration. 
� The diffusing particles create a certain pressure called diffusion pressure (DP) which is directly proportional to 

the number or concentration of diffusing particles. 
� The molecules move from higher DP to lower DP.
� Diffusion is important for gaseous exchange of plants with atmosphere through stomata and lenticels.

Tonicity 
� Relative concentration of the solutions that determine the direction & extent of diffusion is called tonicity. 

Depending upon the tonicity, external solution may be:
(i) Hypotonic : If the external solution has low solute (or high solvent) concentration than the cell, then it is called 

a hypotonic solution or in other words, the solution is said to be more dilute than the cytoplasm of the cell.
(ii) Isotonic : If the external solution has a similar or solvent concentration as the cell, then it is called as isotonic 

solution. 
(iii) Hypertonic : If the external solution has a high solute (or low solvent) concentration than the cell, then it is 

called a hypertonic solution or in other words, it is said to be more concentrated than the cytoplasm of the 
cell.

Osmosis
� Osmosis is the movement of water from the region of higher chemical potential (dilute solution) to the region of 

its lower chemical potential (concentrated solution) when diffusion of solute is prevented by a semipermeable 
membrane.

� In plants, osmosis plays very important role in absorption of water and mineral salts from soil by roots. Osmosis 
can be of following two types, depending upon the concentration of the cell and the surrounding medium – 
Endosmosis and Exosmosis.

� Endosmosis is the osmotic entry of water into a cell or system, when placed in pure water or hypotonic solution.
� Exosmosis is the osmotic withdrawal of water from a cell or system, when placed in a hypertonic solution.
� Osmotic pressure is the maximum pressure which can develop in a system due to osmotic entry of water into it 

under ideal conditions. Osmotic pressure is also defined as the pressure required to completely stop the entry of 
water into an osmotically active solution across a semipermeable membrane.

� Root pressure is a hydrostatic pressure. The cells of roots exert pressure due to which ascent of sap occurs. The 
force of root pressure is maximum during spring in tropical regions and minimum in summer.
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� Turgidity is a condition of being fully distended due to endosmosis. Healthy plant cells are turgid and plants rely 
on turgidity to maintain rigidity.

� Flaccidity is a condition of absence of turgidity in which cell looses water from its cytoplasm due to exosmosis. 
Such cell is known as flaccid cell. e.g., wilting property of leaves when plant is exposed to the sun.

� Plasmolysis is the shrinkage of protoplast from the cell wall due to exosmosis caused by hypertonic solution. 
Permanent plasmolysis causes death.

� Deplasmolysis is when a plasmolysed cell is kept in water or hypotonic solution. Water enters the cell due to 
endosmosis.

Key Terms

 � Apoplast pathway: It is the movement of water through cell wall of plant cells without crossing any membrane.
� Symplast pathway: It is the movement of water through network of cytoplasm of cells which is interconnected 

by plasmodesmata.
� Wall pressure: It is the pressure exerted by the cell wall on protoplast of turgid cell.
� Impermeable membrane: It is the membrane which does not permit the solvent and solute molecules to pass 

through it.
� Semi-permeable membrane: It is the membrane which permits only solvent molecules to pass through it.
� Permeable membrane : It is the membrane which allows both solvent and solute molecules to pass through it.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Types of Solutions
	  Mnemonics : Hand In Hands
	  Interpretation : Hypertonic, Isotonic and Hypotonic Solutions

Topic-2 Absorption, Characteristics of Root and Ascent of 
Sap

Revision Notes

Absorption of Water

	� Absorption of water and minerals by plants mainly occur through roots. The maximum absorption takes place 
through root hairs located in the root hair zone lying just behind the root cap.

� There are two distinct mechanisms of water absorption by plants – Active absorption and Passive absorption. 
These two mechanisms operate independently of each other.

Active absorption
� Active absorption of the water involves the expenditure of metabolic energy (ATP) released through respiration.
� In this process the root cells play active role in the absorption of water.

Passive transport
� Passive absorption is mainly due to transpiration, where the root cells do not play any active role, but they remain 

passive. 
� This process does not require the expenditure of metabolic energy. 
� Passive absorption of water accounts for about 98% of total water uptake by a plant.

Root Hairs
� Root hairs play very important role in the absorption of water. 
� These are tubular outgrowths of epiblema cells present just above the zone of elongation. 
� Because of their narrow nature they can pass easily into soil interspaces where capillary water is available for 

absorption. 
� Cell sap of central vacuole exerts an osmotic pressure for absorption of water.

Ascent of Sap
� Upward transport of water to aerial parts along with the dissolved mineral salts from roots to the aerial parts 

against the downward pull of gravity is called ascent of sap.
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� Ascent of sap takes place through xylem.
� Several theories has been put forward to explain the mechanism of ascent of sap. These are Vital force theory, 

Root pressure theory, Capillary force theory and Cohesive force theory. Today most of the workers believe in the 
Cohesion tension theory.

Cohesive force theory
� Cohesive force is the force created due to mutual attraction between water molecules. 
� Due to transpiration, large quantity of water is lost. Water forms a continuous column in the xylem of the leaves 

to the xylem of the root. Due to cohesion, the water column does not break.
� Cohesion of water and transpiration pull theory was given by Dixon and Jolly (1894). It was further improved by 

Dixon in 1914.
� According to this theory, a tension (transpiration pull) is created in water in the xylem elements of leaves due to 

constant transpiration. This pulls water upto the top of the tree.
� The continuity of water column in the xylem is maintained due to cohesive and adhesive force of water. This 

theory is widely accepted.
� Ringing experiment shows that water and minerals reach to the top through xylem. ‘ Ringing means the 

removal of continuous band of tissue external to the xylem. Organic food accumulates above the ring and 
swelling takes place suggesting the downward movement of the solutes.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Pathway of water absorption in plants
	  Mnemonics : RECEP to R X (receptor X)
	  Interpretation : Root hair, Epidermis, Cortex, Endodermis, Pericycle, to Root Xylem.

Topic-3 Transpiration

Revision Notes

	� The loss of water in the form of water vapours from the aerial (living) parts of the plant is called transpiration.
� CoCl2 paper method is used to compare the rates of transpiration. Moisture coming out from stomata turn blue 

CoCl2 paper pink.
Types of Transpiration
� There are three types of transpiration : stomatal, cuticular and lenticular

(a) Stomatal transpiration : occurs through stomata. 
(b) Cuticular transpiration : occurs through cuticle of leaves & green herbaceous stems.
(c) Lenticular transpiration : occurs through lenticels present on woody stems.

� Ganong’s Potometer method of measuring the transpiration is based on the assumption that the rate of absorption 
of water is approximately equal to the rate of transpiration.

� Transpiration is more rapid during day than night because stomata closes during night.

Leafy shoot

Water Reservoir

Air bubbles

Graduated
capillary

tube
Coloured

water

Mechanism of Transpiration
� Mechanism of stomatal transpiration can be briefly described in the following points – 
 (i) The water from saturated cells of spongy parenchyma evaporates and comes into intercellular spaces. 
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 (ii) The water vapours from the intercellular spaces diffuse into outer environment through stomata. 
 (iii) Parenchymatous cells draw water from adjoining cells. Thus, it continues till they draw water from 

tracheary elements.
Adaptations in Plants to Reduce Transpiration
� There are various adaptations in plants to reduce transpiration like: 
 (i) Leaves reduced to spines to reduce the surface area for transpiration.
 (ii) Waxy leaf cuticle, which is impermeable to water and stops evaporation.
 (iii) Reduced number of stomata which reduces the transpiration rate.
� Many arid climate plants have specialized form of photosynthesis, which is called CAM photosynthesis. 
� In these plants, the stomata remain shut during the day to reduce evaporation but open at night to collect carbon 

dioxide.
� Many chemicals (anti-transpirants) have been found to reduce the rate of transpiration without affecting CO2 

uptake, e.g. Phenyl mercuric acetate (a fungicide), and abscisic acid. Silicon emulsion & low viscosity waxes 
cover stomata as a film, allow CO2 & O2 exchange but resist diffusion of water.

Guttation and Bleeding
� Guttation is the loss of water in the form of liquid drops. It usually occurs due to root pressure.
� Bleeding is the exudation of sap or watery solution from the cut or injured parts of the plants.

Key Terms

 � Transpiration : It is the loss of water from the living aerial parts of plant.
� Guttation : It is the exudation of water from hydathodes present at vein endings.
� Water potential : It is the potential energy of water.
� Ascent of sap : It is a process of rising up of water and minerals from roots to tip of leaves through xylem.
� Wilting : It is the dehydration of leaf cells which results in the closure of stomata.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Environmental Factor affecting Transpiration
	  Mnemonics : Let’s Work Together in Home Work
	  Interpretation : Light, Wind, Temperature, Humidity and Water availability.

qq

CHAPTER-4 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Topic-1 Basics of Photosynthesis

Revision Notes

Photosynthesis

 �	Photosynthesis is the process in which green plants or their parts produce complex carbon containing compounds 
with the help of inorganic raw materials such as CO2 and water in the presence of sunlight. O2 is liberated as the 
by-product.

 6CO2 + 12H2O Sunlight

Chlorophyll
 →  C6H12O6 + 6O2 ↑ + 6H2O

�	 The whole of the oxygen liberated comes from water, by a process called photolysis of water.
�	 This is an anabolic, endergonic (requires energy) & oxidation-reduction process. Photosynthesis is the only 

process by which solar energy is converted into chemical energy.
�	Chloroplast: A chloroplast is an oval, minute, double membrane organelle present in green plants.
�	 It contains a green pigment called chlorophyll which absorbs light energy for photosynthesis. 
�	 Internally it contains a matrix or stroma and the thylakoids. 
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�	At some places, the thylakoids arrange themselves to form a stack of coins like structure called grana.
�	 Each stack of thylakoid sacs are connected by a structure known as stromal lamellae. 

Stomata
�	 Stomata are the structures mainly responsible for the gaseous exchange in the process of photosynthesis, 

respiration and transpiration.
�	 Stomata open in light when guard cells are turgid and close when they are flaccid. 
�	 These turgor changes lead to the opening and closing of stomata.
�	There are two theories for the opening and closing of stomata:
(i)  Sugar concentration Theory:  According to this theory, during daytime, as guard cells photosynthesise and 

produce sugar, the cells become turgid. This causes the stomata to open.
(ii)  Potassium ion exchange theory: According to Malate K+ ions pump hypothesis, the turgor changes that open 

and close the stomata are due to the reversible absorption and loss of potassium ions ( K+).
�	 The stomata open when guard cells absorb K+ ions from surrounding epidermal cells. 
�	 The intake of K+ ions by guard cells takes place through H+ and K+ ion exchange. 
�	 The H+ ions appear in the guard cell due to dissociation of malic acid. 
�	 The malic acid dissociate into malate anions and H+ ions in the guard cells.
�	During night, the K+ ion concentration decreases in the guard cells. This lowers the osmotic pressure of the guard 

cells which results in the closing of stomata due to exosmosis.

Mechanism of photosynthesis 
�	 Photosynthesis consists of two stages – the light phase and the dark phase. 
�	 Light Phase: In the light phase, light is absorbed and used by chlorophyll. This, therefore, is called the photochemical 

reaction or Hill’s reaction. It can be described in two steps – Photolysis and formation of assimilatory powers.
�	 Photolysis is the process of splitting of water in the presence of light. Water splits into H+ and OH– ions. H+ ions 

go to NADP+ while OH– ions form water, oxygen and electron in the presence of Z complex enzymes, Mn+² and 
Cl– ions.

4 H2O  4 H+ + 4OH–

                                                                           
Mn+², Cl–, Z complex4OH–  2H2O + O2 ↑ + 4e–

�	Assimilatory powers [ATP and NADPH] are formed in non-cyclic photophosphorylation. These assimilatory 
powers are used in dark reaction. The assimilatory powers are for fixation of CO2 into glucose.

�	 Photophosphorylation is the process in which ADP ( Adenosine Diphosphate ) is converted into ATP ( Adenosine 
Triphosphate ) by the addition of one phosphate ( Pi ) group, i.e., inorganic phosphate, utilizing the energy from 
photons.

ADP + Pi  ATP
�	Dark Phase: Dark reaction (biosynthetic phase) or Blackman’s reaction involves the fixation and reduction of CO2 

resulting in the formation of carbohydrates.
�	 The dark phase occurs in the stroma of the chloroplast where all the enzyme necessary for CO2 fixation and 

synthesis of sugar and starch are located.
�	RuBP (Ribulose bisphosphate) acts as a primary acceptor of atmospheric CO2 in the beginning of this phase and 

by the utilization of ATP and NADPH (products of light reaction), glucose is synthesized and RuBP is regenerated.
�	 The overall reaction of this phase is: 
 6 RuBP + 6 CO2 + 18 ATP + 12e–  6 RuBP + C6 H12O6 + 18 ADP + 18 Pi + 12 NADP + 6H2O
�	 The hydrogen ions combine with CO2 to form glucose.
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(C H O )6 12 6
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�	Glucose produced during photosynthesis is soluble in water and consists of small molecules. 
�	As soon as glucose is produced, it is converted into starch by the process of polymerisation. 
�	 The starch is insoluble in water. It is stored in the parts of the plant for later use.

Adaptation of a leaf for photosynthesis
�	 Large surface area to maximize light harvesting.
�	 Thinness of leaves to reduce distance for CO2 to diffuse through the leaf and to ensure that light penetrates 

into the middle of the leaf.
�	Arrangement of chloroplast on the upper surface of leaves so as to receive maximum amount of light.
�	 Presence of more stomata to allow rapid exchange of gases ( CO2 and O2 ).

Key Terms
 � Photo-oxidation : The reaction of a substance with oxygen under the influence of light.
� Accessory pigments : These are the pigments other than chlorophyll present in photosystems which help in 

capturing light and passing it to the photocentres.
� CAM plants : These refers to the succulents and some other plants which show crassulacean acid metabolism.
� Chemosynthesis : Chemosynthesis occurs in bacteria and other organisms and involves the use of energy released 

by inorganic chemical reactions to produce food.
� Photocentre : It is a primary pigment molecule in the photosystem where energy is used to derive chemical 

reactions.
� Photorespiration : It is a process which involves loss of fixed carbon as CO2, in plants in the presence of light. This 

process does not produce ATP or NADPH and thus is a wasteful process.
� Photosystem : It is light harvesting system present in the thylakoids of chloroplast.
� Photosynthetically Active Radiation ( PAR ) : It is visible spectrum of light between 400 nm to 700 nm. 
� Photolysis : It is splitting of water molecules in the chloroplast in presence of light.
� Translocation : It is the process of movement of food from leaves to roots via phloem.
� Autotrophs : Organisms capable of synthesizing their required nutrients from simple inorganic compounds in 

the presence of solar energy and chlorophyll.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Photosynthesis Reaction
	  Mnemonics : Cows Eat Wet Grass Outside
	  Interpretation : Carbon dioxide + Energy + Water → Glucose + Oxygen

Topic-2 Different Experiments and Factors Affecting 
Photosynthesis

Revision Notes

Different Experiments on Photosynthesis
	� Test for photosynthesis : Leaf is killed in boiling water ( 5-10 minutes ), dried, decolourised in warm spirit, 

moistened and dipped in iodine solution. Blue colour indicates starch.
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� CO2 is necessary for photosynthesis/Moll’s half experiment : One half of destarched leaf is inserted in air tight 
wide mouthed bottle having small quantity of KOH ( for absorption of CO2) and illuminated. Starch test after one 
hour indicates absence of CO2 in inserted half and presence in outer half ( where CO2 is available ).

� Light is necessary for photosynthesis : Intact leaf of a destarched plant is fitted in Ganong’s light screen with 
a designed cut in its lid. The same is exposed to light for some time and then tested for starch. Only the design 
through which light falls on the leaf becomes blue coloured.

� Chlorophyll is essential for photosynthesis : Illuminated variegated leaf of Coleus plant is tested for starch. Only 
those areas turn blue which had chlorophyll.

Factors affecting Photosynthesis
External Factors
� Light : Photosynthesis is successfully accomplished in the visible light (380 – 760 nm wave-length) of the spectrum. 

Rate of photosynthesis is maximum in red light, average in blue light and minimum in green light. A moderate 
light intensity is favourable for high rate of photosynthesis.

� Carbon dioxide : 0.03 % CO2 is present in atmosphere. Increase in CO2 concentration upto 0.9% increases the rate 
of photosynthesis but concentration above 0.9% is harmful and decreases the rate of photosynthesis.

� Temperature : Generally, the photosynthesis increases with an increases in temperature in the range of 10-35°C. 
Beyond the 35°C, the rate of photosynthesis decreases.

� Water : About 1% total water absorbed is used in photosynthesis. Water deficiency reduces the rate of 
photosynthesis.

Internal Factors
� Chlorophyll : It is essential for photosynthesis to occur. The rate of photosynthesis per unit of chlorophyll 

decreases with the age of leaf.
� Accumulation of end product of photosynthesis : The rate of photosynthesis falls with the accumulation of 

food synthesised by photosynthesis.

Key Terms
 � Reaction centres : It is chlorophyll molecule which converts light energy into chemical energy by bringing about 

electrical charge separation. Thus, chlorophyll molecules act as reaction centres.
� Phytol : It is a carbon chain which is attached to porphyrin ring of chlorophyll like a tail. Chemically, phytol is 

C20H39OH.
� Solarisation : Destruction of chlorophyll due to high light intensity is called solarisation.
� Compensation point : The light intensity at which rate of photosynthesis is equal to the rate of respiration  

(in morning and evening).

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Factors Affecting Photosynthesis
	  Mnemonics : Let’s Take White Candy!
	  Interpretation : Light, Temperature, Water, Carbon dioxide.

qq

CHAPTER-5 
CHEMICAL COORDINATION IN PLANTS

Topic-1 Plant Growth Regulators

Revision Notes

Growth Regulators

 � Growth regulators include both naturally occurring as well as synthetic substances which modify growth.
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 � Growth regulators are either growth promoters, e.g., Auxin, Gibberellins, and Cytokinins or growth inhibitors 
e.g., Abscisic acid (ABA) and Ethylene. 

Auxins
 � Auxins were the first plant hormones to be discovered. In 1928, Went demonstrated its effects on plant.
 � Chemically, it was found to be Indole-3-Acetic Acid (IAA).
 � IAA is the main naturally occurring auxin in plants.
 � Physiological effects of Auxins–

(a) Cell elongation : Primary physiological effect of auxin in plant is to stimulate the elongation and growth of 
shoots.

(b) Cell division : Auxin is responsible for initiation and promotion of cell division in cambium.
(c) Root initiation : Auxin induces root formation in cuttings. In very low concentration, auxins promote root 

growth but in higher concentration, they inhibit the root growth but stimulate the formation of new roots.
(d) Callus formation : IAA promotes the development of callus in tissue culture. Callus is a mass of cells without 

any organization.
(e) Apical dominance : The terminal bud at the apex of shoot suppresses the development of lateral buds into 

branches. This is called apical dominance which can be induced by the application of auxins.

Gibberellins
 � Physiological effects of Gibberellins:

(a) Stem elongation : Gibberellins stimulate stem elongation and leaf expansion but have no effects on roots.
(b) Elongation of internodes : The gibberellins stimulate the elongation of internodes in many plants like dwarf 

pea, dwarf maize etc.
(c) Seed germination : Seeds of lettuce, barley etc., can be induced to germinate in dark when treated with 

gibberellins.
(d) Breaking of dormancy : Gibberellins treatment helps in breaking dormancy in seed potatoes resulting in 

uniform crop emergence.
(e) Sex – expression : Gibberellins usually cause maleness in plants i.e., they promote the production of male 

flowers.
(f) Flowering : Gibberellins promote flowering in many long day plants and in short day plants during 

unfavorable conditions.

Cytokinins
 � Physiological effects of Cytokinins :

(a) Cell division : The cytokinins stimulate cell division and prevent ageing.
(b) Cell enlargement : Like auxin and gibberellins, the cytokinins also cause enlargement of cells.
(c) Initiation of interfascicular cambium : Cytokinin induce the formation of interfascicular cambium in plants.

Abscisic Acid
 � Physiological effects of Abscisic acid (ABA):

(a) It induces dormancy in buds and seeds as opposed to gibberellic acid which breaks dormancy.
(b) It promotes the senescence of leaves, leaf fall and ageing which can be effectively reverted by application of 

cytokinin.
(c) It inhibits lettuce seed germination.
(d) It inhibits gibberellins-induced growth in various tests and is believed to be a powerful gibberellin antagonist.

Ethylene
 � Physiological effects of Ethylene:

(a) Induces ripening of fruits.
(b) Inhibits elongation but induces isodiametric enlargements of cells.
(c) Stimulate seed germination in some species.
(d) Promotes leaf abscission.
(e) Induces root hair formation.
(f) Controls auxin level in tissues.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Plant Hormones
	  Mnemonics : A CAGE
	  Interpretation : Auxin, Cytokinins, Abscisic Acid, Gibberellins, Ethylene
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Key Terms

 � Growth : It is permanent irreversible increase in size, weight, volume of organism or its parts.
 � Seed dormancy : It is the inherent inhibition of seed germination due to internal unfavourable conditions even if 

external conditions are favourable.
 � Seed germination : It is the process in which dormant embryo resumes its activities and growth in favourable 

conditions after dormancy period.
 � Abscission : It is shedding of leaves, flowers or fruits due to hormonal imbalance.
 � Senescence : It is the ageing of plants due to increase of age. The parts of the plant stop functioning gradually and 

ultimately die.
 � Apical dominance : It is the process of suppression of lateral buds by apical buds which lie near it.
 � Bolting : It is stimulation of internodal growth just before reproduction.

Topic-2 Tropic Movements

Revision Notes

Plant Movements

	� Plant movements in response to stimuli from some direction like light, gravity, chemicals and water are called 
tropic movements.

	� It may be favourable towards the stimulus when it is positive or away from the stimulus when it is negative.
	� Phototropism : This is the growth movement of curvature induced by external stimulus of light.
	� The shoots bend towards light (positively phototropic) while roots move away from light (negatively phototropic).
	� Geotropism : Growth movements induced by the stimulus of gravity are known as geotropism.

	� Shoot system grows away from gravity and is negatively geotropic. The roots roots grow towards gravity and is 
positively geotropic.

	� Some organs do not respond to geotropic stimulus and are called ageotropic, e.g., coralloid roots of cycas.
	� Hydrotropism : Growth movements in response to external stimulus of water is called as hydrotropism.
	� Roots bend towards the source of water and are called positively hydrotropic.
	� Thigmotropism : These are the movements due to contact with a foreign body.
	� Tendrils, twinners, petiole of Clematis show thigmotropic movements.
	� Poor growth on the side of contact and more growth on the other side results in coiling.
	� Chemotropism : The curvature takes place due to some chemical stimulus.
	� Fungal hyphae, pollen tube exhibit positive chemotropic movements due to some chemicals.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Tropic Movements in plants
	  Mnemonics : How To Play Cricket Game?
	  Interpretation : Hydrotropism, Thigmotropism, Phototropism, Chemotropism, Geotropism.

Key Terms

 � Chemical stimulus: Any chemical substance which is capable to produce or evoke response.
 � Response: The resulting actions or the movements caused by the stimuli is called response. 
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 � Nastic movements: It is a non-directional movement of the plant or plant part with response to external stimulus.
 � Chemotaxis: The movement which occur due to response to chemicals is called chemotaxis.
 � Phototaxis: Phototaxis is the movement in response to the light.

qq

UNIT – III: Human Anatomy and Physiology

CHAPTER-6 
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Topic-1 Body Fluids

Revision Notes

Introduction

 � Circulatory system is one of the most important system of the body because it ensure the exchange of substances 
between cells of the body and external environment and transport them from one part to another.

� Body fluids are the medium of transport in the body. These fluids have the ability to pick up substances and 
distribute them to various parts of the body. 

Blood

� Blood is a fluid connective tissue. 
� It is opaque, viscous and has pH 7.3 – 7.4. 
� Blood has two components – Plasma and formed elements.
� Plasma is a faint yellow having 90 – 92 % water, 1 – 2 % salts, 7 – 8 % proteins, absorbed food, urea etc.
� Formed elements are of two types – Blood Corpuscles and Platelets.
� Blood Corpuscles are of two types – RBCs and WBCs.
� RBCs: RBCs or erythrocytes are the most abundant cells in the human body. The RBC is bounded by plasmalemma. 

It is non-nucleated and lack of endoplasmic reticulum makes them more flexible thus, increasing the surface area 
to volume ratio for carrying more oxygen.
�	RBCs are red in colour due to the presence of a red coloured pigment called haemoglobin which acts as a 

oxygen carrier molecule.
�	One molecule of haemoglobin is made-up of four heme molecule and four globin molecules. One molecule 

of haemoglobin combines with four oxygen molecules
 Hb4 + 4O2  Hb4O8

�	 The average life-span of RBC is 120 days, after which it gets destroyed in the spleen. 
�	Main function of RBC is to transport O2 and CO2.

� WBCs: WBCs or leucocytes are the most active and motile constituent of blood. They differ from RBCs as they are 
nucleated and lack coloured pigment, haemoglobin.

�	WBCs are irregular in shape and are generally short lived i.e, only for 12-14 days. They are of the following two 
types – Granulocytes and Agranulocytes.

 (i) Granulocytes are WBCs with granules in cytoplasm. These are further divided into three types –
 (a) Basophils are 0.5 – 1% of WBCs and are stained by basic dyes. They produce anticoagulant.
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 (b) Eosinophils are 1.5% of total WBCs and are stained by acidic dyes. They neutralize the toxic substances 
produced by pathogens.

 (c) Neutrophils are 70% of WBCs and are equally stained by acidic and basic dyes. The neutrophils squeeze 
out from blood capillaries and fight with the foreign bacteria.

 (ii) Agranulocytes are the WBCs without granules in the cytoplasm. These are of two types-
 (a) Monocytes engulf bacteria thus they are for defence.
 (b) Lymphocytes are 20-35% of WBCs. These secrete antibodies.
� Immunity: WBCs protect our body from infections – where any foreign particles or pathogen enters in the body, 

WBCs like neutrophils can phagocytose them. Also, WBCs can squeeze out through the capillary wall by the 
process caused diapedesis. The WBCs engulf and destroy foreign particles. They also produce antibodies against 
the foreign particles (antigen). Hence, they are also called “Soldiers of the body.”

Blood Platelets
� Thrombocytes or blood platelets are minute oval or round, enucleated structure found floating in the blood.
� Their life-span is 3-5 days and get destroyed in the spleen along with RBC. 
� The main function is to help in clotting or coagulation of blood.

Tissue Fluid
� Extracellular fluid or tissue fluid is a solution which accumulates in the intercellular spaces. 
� As blood flows through the capillaries, plasma and leucocytes from the blood gets leaked out through their 

walls and form a tissue fluid. 
� Tissue fluid acts as a fuel station in terms of cell nutrients and it contains glucose, fatty acids, salts and minerals 

such as calcium, potassium and magnesium.
� Lymph is the fluid along with some WBCs in intercellular spaces. Lymph acts as a middle man between blood 

and cells of tissues.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Composition of blood
	  Mnemonics : Read, Write and Play
	  Interpretation : RBCs, WBC and Platelets

Topic-2 Blood Clotting, Blood Groups and Blood 
Transfusion

Revision Notes

Blood Clotting
	� Blood clotting is the natural device to check bleeding. 
� Normal blood clotting time is 4-10 minutes.
� Blood platelets accumulates at the site of injured tissue cells, which release thromboplastin or factor ‘X’. 
� Then thromboplastin with the help of Ca2+ convert inactive prothrombin to active thrombin. 
� Thrombin acts as enzyme (Prothrombinase) along with Ca++

. It reacts with soluble fibrinogen and convert it into 
soluble form or fibrin, a solid substance that forms threads and finally form a clot.

Blood Group
� Landsteiner (1900) discovered four blood groups in human, for which he was awarded Nobel prize. 
� The main blood groups are A, B, AB and O. 
� This grouping is mainly based on the type of antigen and antibodies present on the surface of red blood corpuscles 

(RBC). 
� The representation of different antigens and antibodies are depicted in the table given below:

S. No Blood groups Antigen Antibodies

1 A A B

2 B B A

3  AB A and B None

4 O None Both A and B
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� Blood of group A may be transfused to persons with blood group A and AB. 
� Blood of group B may be transfused to persons with blood group B and AB.
� Blood of AB group may be transfused to persons with blood group AB only.
� Blood of O group may be transfused to persons with blood group A, B, AB and O.
� O blood group can donate blood to all and hence is termed as universal donor. AB blood group persons can 

receive blood from all persons and hence are universal recipients.

Rh Factor

� Landsteiner (1940) discovered a protein in the RBC of Rhesus monkey. Later, it was discovered in some human 
beings also. This protein was named as Rh factor /Rh antigen.

� Persons having Rh antigen are described as Rh+ and those without this are described as Rh–. 93% of Indian 
people are Rh+ and 7% are Rh–.

� If Rh+ blood is transfused to Rh– person, agglutination takes place. First transfusion is not serious, repeated 
transfusion with brief gap can cause death of the recipient.

� Incompatibility during Pregnancy : A serious problem arises for an Rh–ve mother. The Rh+ve blood of the foetus 
will stimulate the formation of anti Rh factors or antibodies in the mother’s blood. During the first pregnancy, , 
there is a possibility of exposure of the maternal blood to small amounts of the Rh+ve blood from the foetus. This 
induces the formation of Rh antibodies in maternal blood.

 In case of her subsequent pregnancies, the Rh antibodies from the mother leak into the blood of the foetus 
(Rh+ve) and destroy the foetal RBCs. This is fatal to the foetus or cause severe anaemia and jaundice to the baby. 
This condition is called Erythroblastosis fetalis.

Topic-3 Human Circulatory System

Revision Notes

Circulatory System 

	� Circulatory system in human beings comprises a heart and blood vessels, i.e., arteries, veins and capillaries. In 
different organisms, circulatory system is of two types – open and closed circulatory system. 

� In open circulatory system, blood is pumped from the heart through blood vessels but then it leaves the blood 
vessels and enters into body cavity, e.g., arthropods, molluscs etc.

� In closed circulatory system the flow of blood occurs inside the blood vessels and contain a respiratory pigment 
haemoglobin, e.g., human, birds etc.

Human Heart

� Heart is the main pumping organ located in the thoracic cavity in human beings. 
	 � It is enclosed in a double layered pericardium. 
	 � The two layers of pericardium are separated by a narrow pericardial cavity and is filled with pericardial 

fluid. 
	 � This fluid protects the heart from external shocks.
	 � In human beings, the Heart is four-chambered.
� Auricles : There are two auricles in the mammalian heart (left and right). They are separated from each other by 

inter auricular septum.
	 (a) Right auricle receive venous blood from different parts of the body (except lungs) through three major 

veins. These are two precaval veins and one post caval vein.
	 (b) Left auricle receive oxygenated blood from lungs. It is collected by pair of pulmonary veins.
� Ventricles : There are two thick walled muscular ventricles (left and right) in mammalian heart. 
	 � Left ventricles is wider than right one. 
	 � Auricles and ventricles are separated by an auriculo ventricular septum. 
	 � The two ventricles are separated from each other by an inter ventricular septum. 
	 � Right auricle opens into right ventricle through right auriculo ventricular aperture. It is guarded by a  

       tricuspid valve. It allows the blood to flow into right ventricle only.
 � Left auricle opens into left ventricle through left auriculo ventricular aperture. It is guarded by bicuspid 

valve or mitral valve. It allows the blood to flow into left ventricle only. 
 � From the right ventricle arises the pulmonary aorta which goes to lungs and carry deoxygenated blood. The 

opening of pulmonary aorta is guarded by three semilunar valves.
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 � From the left ventricle, left systemic aorta arises and supply oxygenated blood to all parts of the body. The 
opening between left ventricle and systemic aorta is guarded by three semilunar valves. They allow the 
blood to flow into systemic aorta only. 

Functioning of heart
� Heart acts as a force pump and also as a suction pump. Contraction of heart is known as systole and relaxation is 

known as diastole. A systole and its following diastole constitute a heart beat.
� Relation between the size of the body and rate of heart beat of an organism → Smaller the size, faster the heart rate. 

This is because smaller the animal, the more it loses body heat due to higher surface volume ratio, and therefore, 
increased heart rate distributes body heat faster. Human body, have higher metabolism for body growth and 
therefore, the faster heart rate keeps the ‘supply’ and ‘take off’ of the metabolic substance in right quantity.

� The place where contraction originates  is called pacemaker. It is formed by modified cardiac muscles. Hence, it is 
called myogenic pacemaker. Heart having myogenic pacemaker is called myogenic heart.

� In mammalian heart, two pacemakers are present, viz., Sino- auricular node or SA node (in the wall of right 
auricle) and auriculo ventricular node or AV node (also present in the lower side of right auricle which strengthen 
the signal generated by SA node.

� Right auricle receive impure blood from various parts of the body through two precaval veins and one post caval 
vein and at the same time left auricle receive pure blood from lungs through pulmonary arteries.

� Then systole originates in S.A node and spreads in the wall of auricles. Thus, they contract and blood flows into 
respective ventricles.

� The wave of contraction is received by A.V node. It amplify the intensity and pass the wave of contraction into 
the walls of ventricles. The ventricles contract, pure blood from left ventricle flows into systemic aorta and impure 
blood from right ventricle flows into pulmonary aorta.

� Sounds created by the valves of heart during its contraction are called heart sounds. When auricles relax, the 
bicuspid and tricuspid valves snap shut. It creates the first sound Lubb. When ventricles relax, the semilunar 
valves are closed. It creates the second heart sound called Dubb.

� Cardiac cycle is the sequence of the events that takes place in heart during one heart beat. Its duration is 0.8 
seconds.

Blood Vessels

� Blood vessels are the branched tubes which extends from heart to all parts of the body. There are three main 
types of blood vessels which carry blood vessels towards and away from the heart. These are arteries, veins and 
capillaries.

 � Artery is a blood vessel whose function is to carry blood away from the heart towards any other organ. An 
artery is comprised of thick walls and narrow central lumen.

 � Vein is a type of blood vessel which carry blood away from the organs towards the heart. It is comprised of 
thinner walls and a large central lumen. 

 � Capillary is a narrow tube like blood vessel, comprised of single layer of endothelial cells. Capillaries have 
the ability of contracting and dilating with the decrease and increase in the blood supply to various body 
parts.

Double Circulation in human
� Blood in human beings flows twice in the heart before it completes one round. It is comprised of one short flow, 

i.e. pulmonary circulation and long flow, i.e., systemic circulation. Due to this reason, the blood flow in human 
beings is known as double circulation.

� In pulmonary circulation, deoxygenated blood is collected from the heart (right ventricle) by a pulmonary artery 
and returns oxygenated blood to the heart (left auricle) through pulmonary veins.

� In systemic circulation, oxygenated blood from the heart, (left ventricle), is carried to different parts of the body 
through aorta that carries deoxygenated blood into the heart (right auricle) through vena cava.

Hepatic Portal Circulation
� It consists of a hepatic portal vein that returns the blood from intestine and breaks into capillaries in liver. Thus, 

the liver cells can take up nutrients brought by it from the small intestine. In liver, these excess of nutrients are 
stored and allow remaining required amount of nutrients to flow in the blood.
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� Hepatic artery and hepatic portal vein are the blood vessels that enter the liver. Hepatic vein leaves the liver. 
Renal artery enters the kidney and renal vein leaves the kidney.

Pulse and Blood Pressure
� Pulse is the wave of raised blood pressure due to pumping activity of the left ventricle. It is equal to the heart 

beat and is felt extremely in the radial artery near the wrist. 
� Blood pressure is the force of blood against the walls of blood vessels. The rise of blood pressure during contraction 

of heart is called systolic pressure and the fall of blood pressure during relaxation of heart is known as diastolic 
pressure. The normal blood pressure in adults is 100-140 mm Hg (systolic pressure) and 60-80 (diastolic pressure). 
A rise in blood pressure is called hypertension and decrease in blood pressure is called hypotension.

  

 Mnemonics

	 1. Concept : Blood Entry in Valve
	  Mnemonics : “First try, before you buy”
	  Interpretation : Tricuspid (try) is before the bicuspid (buy) valve.
	 2. Concept : Cardiac Blood Flow.
	  Mnemonics : Tissue Paper is My Asset.
	  Interpretation : Tricuspid, Pulmonary, Mitral, Aortic

Key Terms

 � Haemocoel : It is a cavity containing blood.
� Pulse rate : It is the difference between systolic B.P and diastolic B.P. and it is 40 mm Hg.
� Fossa ovalis : It is an oval depression present in interauricular septum at point where an opening called foramen 

ovale is present in embryo.
� Artificial pacemaker : It is an artificial electronic device which regularly sends small amount of electric charge for 

maintaining rhythmicity of the heart.
� Atherosclerosis : It occurs when fat, cholesterol, and other substances build up in the walls of arteries. These 

deposits are called plaques. Over time, these plaques can narrow or completely block the arteries and cause 
problems throughout the body.

� Thrombus : It is a clot of blood formed in the body.
qq

CHAPTER-7 
EXCRETORY SYSTEM

Topic-1 Excretory Organs

Revision Notes

Excretion
	 �  Excretion is the process by which metabolic wastes and other non-useful materials are eliminated from the body 

of an organism.
�  It plays an important role in maintaining homeostasis of the body.
� During the metabolism of carbohydrates and fats, CO2 and water are formed. By the metabolism of proteins, 

nitrogenous wastes like ammonia, urea, uric acid are formed.
�  These waste products are harmful to the tissues and hence need to be removed from the body.
� In vertebrates, the excretory products are eliminated through skin, lungs and kidney.
�  The process of excretion plays an important role in healthy survival of an organism, without which life is 

impossible.
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Excretory Organs

� The main excretory organs of the human body are kidneys, liver, skin and lungs.
� Kidneys are the primary excretory organs which excrete urea as a waste product in the form of urine.
� Skin bears several sweat glands under the layer of skin that excretes through skin pores called perspiration.
 Perspiration is made up of nitrogenous wastes (urea), salts and water. This process also helps in controlling body 

temperature.
� Lungs excrete CO2 and water vapours by diffusion and exhalation.
� Liver also perform some major functions in excretory system by forming urea from ammonia released during 

de-amination of excess amino acids.
Kidney

� A pair of reddish brown, bean shaped metanephric kidneys are present in the posterior of the abdominal cavity, 
one on each side of the vertebral column. They are protected by the last 2 pairs of ribs.

� Each kidney is 10-13 cm in length, 5-6 cm in breadth and 3-4 cm in thickness and weigh  about 150-170 gm in adult 
male and 125-145 gm in adult female.

� Each kidney is convex on the outer surface and concave on the inner side termed as hilum through which renal 
artery enters and renal vein, ureter leaves.

� Each kidney is covered by fibrous connective tissue called capsule.
Structure of Kidney

Cortex

Pelvis

Medulla

Hilum

Ureter

Pyramids

L.S. of a kidneyL.S. of a Kidney
� The longitudinal section of kidney shows a peripheral dark reddish brown region called cortex and central light 

red area called medulla.
� The medulla is divided into 15-16 cone like structures called renal pyramids having their base towards cortex.
� Each pyramid terminates into a renal papilla and the cortex extends and forms columns of Bertini between the 

pyramids.
� The pyramids are connected with 7 to 13 minor calyces. All their calyces open into major calyces. The human 

kidney has 2-3 major calyces.
Nephron
� Nephron is the structural and functional unit of kidney.
� Each nephron has a malpighian capsule or renal corpuscle and uriniferous tubules.
� Each nephron is 3 cm long and 30-60 cm in diameter.

Malpighian Body
� Malpighian body is formed by Bowman’s capsule and glomerulus.
� It is placed in cortex.
� Bowman’s capsule is a thin walled double layered cup like structure.
� In the cavity of Bowman’s capsule is a network of capillaries (formed by afferent and efferent arteriole), known 

as glomerulus.
Uriniferous Tubule
� Uriniferous tubule is very long, convoluted and is divisible into three parts – 
 (i) Proximal convoluted tubule. (ii) Loop of Henle (U-shaped). (iii) Distal convoluted tubule.
� Proximal convoluted tubule is the proximal part of the secretory tubule lying next to the Bowman’s capsule. It is 

in the form of a thick and coiled tube.
� Loop of Henle is the middle part of the tubule which is an U-shaped  inappearance and is divisible into a 

descending and ascending loop. Descending limb is very thin and permeable to water but ascending limb is thick 
and impermeable to water. Descending limb is lined by flattened epithelial cells whereas the ascending limb by 
cuboidal epithelial cells. The ascending limb open into the distal convoluted part.
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� Distal convoluted tubule is the posterior convoluted part of the uriniferous tubule which leads distally into the 
collecting tubule.

Other Parts of Excretory Organ

� The secretary part is surrounded by a net of blood capillaries which are connected on one end to form the efferent 
arteriole and on the other end are joined to form the renal vein.

� Ureters are the paired tubular drainage structures arising from the hilum of each kidney and passing backwards 
to open into the urinary bladder.

� Urinary bladder is a thin walled, elastic bag situated in the posterior part of the abdominal cavity and meant to 
store urine temporarily, till the person is not having an urge to urinate.

� Urethra is a membranous tube through which urine emptied from bladder is conducted to the exterior.
� The urethral sphincter guards the opening of bladder into the urethra and relaxes only at the time of 

urination (micturition) and semen ejection in males. Whereas in females, urethra serves as passage way for 
urine only.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Parts of kidney
	  Mnemonics : Cat & Rat Are Very Naughty Create Mess
	  Interpretation : Cortex, Renal Artery - Vein, Nephron, Calyx , Medulla

Key Terms

 � Ammonotelism: Excretion in which main nitrogenous waste is ammonia. Such animals are called ammonotelic 
animals.

� Ureotelism: Type of excretion in which main nitrogenous waste is urea and the animals are called ureotelic 
animals.

� Uricotelism: Type of excretion in which uric acid is excreted. Such animals are called uricotelic.
� Homeostasis: Self-regulating process by which biological systems tend to maintain stability.
� Osmoconformers: These are the animals which change the osmolarity of body fluids according to osmolarity of 

external medium e.g., Hag fish.
� Osmoregulators: These are the animals which maintain the internal osmolarity which is different from external 

medium in which they live.
� Vasa recta: These are thin walled, parallel, wide straight capillaries arising from efferent arteriole and lie parallel 

and close to Henle’s loop.
� Glomerular filtrate: It is protein, corpuscles and platelets free filtrate formed due to ultrafiltration in glomerulus.
� Podocytes: These are cells of inner wall of Bowman’s capsule.
� Kidney stone : It is the precipitation of uric acid in kidney.
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Topic-2 Urine Formation

Revision Notes

Formation of Urine
	� Blood flows into glomerulus under high pressure. Due to this pressure, the dissolved substances like salts, 

glucose, water, urea etc. are filtered through glomerulus by a process called ultra-filtration. Glomerular filtrate is 
deproteinised plasma.

� The glomerular filtration rate is 120 ml per minute. About 180-190 litres of glomerular filtrate is formed everyday. 
It forms 1 – 1.08 litres. of urine per day.

� Glomerular filtrate passes through uriniferous tubule. Some water, glucose, amino- acids, inorganic salts are re-
absorbed into blood by a process called selective reabsorption.

� Substances absorbed in large amount are called high threshold substances (glucose, amino-acids etc.). Those 
absorbed in low quantity are called low threshold substances (urea, uric acid) and those which are not absorbed 
are called threshold substances (creatine, hippuric acid).

� Selective reabsorption is under the control of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) of pituitary gland.
� Gland cells in distal convoluted tubule secrete excretory materials into the tubule from the blood by a process 

called tubular secretion. Creatine, uric acid and potassium are secreted by this process, which are mixed with 
glomerular filtrate (remained after selective reabsorption) forming urine.

Composition of Urine
� Urine is mainly formed of water, urea and sodium chloride.
� About 95% of urine is composed of water.
� Organic substances like urea, uric acid, creatine etc. and inorganic substances like chlorides, sulphates and 

phosphates of Na, K and ammonia etc. form 5% of urine.
� Yellow pigment in urine is urochrome.

Key Terms

 � Dialysis : It is the process of separating small molecules from colloids with the selectively permeable membrane.
� Hypertonic solution : When two solutions of different osmotic concentrations are separated by a semipermeable 

membrane, then solution with more concentration is called hypertonic solution and second solution which is less 
concentrated is called hypotonic solution.

� GFR (Glomerular filtration rate) : It is the rate at which glomerular filtrate is formed per minute.
� Glycosuria : Presence of glucose in urine.
� Hematuria : Blood cells in urine.
� Ketonuria : Presence of ketone bodies in urine.
� Proteinuria : When the proteins like albumin and globulin are present in the urine.

qq

CHAPTER-8 
NERVOUS SYSTEM

Topic-1 Structure of a Neuron

Revision Notes

Introduction

	� Living organisms have the ability to respond and react to their surrounding environment. 
	� Plant responses are regulated by chemical substances called phytohormones. 
	� Animals possess nervous system and hormones for control and coordination of various functions.
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	� Nervous system of animals are formed by nervous tissue, which is composed of neuron and neuroglia cells.
	� Neuron

 �	A neuron is a structural and functional unit of nervous system. 
 �	Neurons are the longest cells in the body.
 �	A neuron has three components – Cell body, Dendrites and Axon. 

 �	A cell body is like a typical cell containing nucleus and granular cytoplasm. Dendrites are short and branched 
cytoplasmic protection. 

 �	Axon is a single, elongated fibre. Both axon and dendrites arise from cell body. 
 �	Axon is covered by myelin sheath. 

 �	The gaps between the two adjacent myelin sheath are called nodes of Ranvier. 
 �	The terminal portions of the axons have swollen bulb-like structure called synaptic knob which store certain 

chemicals called neurotransmitter. 
 �	The axon transmit impulses away from the cell body to a synapse or to a neuromuscular junction.
�	 Transmission of nerve impulse
	 �	 When a neuron is suitably stimulated, an electrical disturbance is generated which swiftly travel along its 

plasma membrane.
	 �	 The arrival of the disturbance at the neuron endings triggers the events that may cause stimulation or 

inhibition of adjacent neurons and other cell terminals to the dendrites of another neurons to carry impulses 
from one neuron to another neuron. This region of close proximity is called synapse. 

	 �	 During impulse transmission, synapse is filled with acetylcholine. It is impulse specific. 
	 �	 This chemical diffuses across the synaptic cleft and attaches to receptor site on the dendrites of next neuron.
	 �	 There it causes the depolarization of the membrane and initiates new impulse.
	 �	 Immediately after impulse transmission, acetylcholine is hydrolysed by an enzyme,  cholinesterase. 
	 �	 This enzyme splits the acetylcholine into acetic acid and choline. 
	 �	 This prevents the continuous stimulation of dendrite. The acetic acid and the choline return by diffusion into 

synaptic cleft where these are again recombined with the help of synthesising enzymes into acetylcholine. 
�	Types of Neurons
	 �	 Neurons are of three types – Sensory neurons, Motor neurons and Mixed neurons.
	 �	 Sensory neurons transmit impulses towards central nervous system. 
	 �		Motor neurons transmit impulses from central nervous system to effector organs. 
	 �	 Mixed neurons acts as sensory as well as motor neurons.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Type of neurons
	  Mnemonics : Send Me Message
	  Interpretation : Sensory neurons, Motor neurons and Mixed neurons
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Key Terms

 � Membrane potential : This is the electric potential difference across the membrane.
	� Excitability : It is the property of nerve cells, allowing it to respond to stimulation by rapid changes in membrane 

potential produced by ion fluxes across the plasma membrane.
	� Motor end-plate : It is a specialised chemical synapses formed at the sites where the terminal branches of the axon 

of a motor neuron contact a target muscle cell.
	� Threshold stimulus : It is the minimum intensity/strength of the stimulus that must be applied to the nerve fibre 

to stimulate it.
	� Action potential : It is the potential change that occurs in an axon on stimulation of a nerve fibre.
	� Depolarization : The reversed polarity of the nerve fibre.
	� Saltatory conduction : Conduction of nerve impulse by myelinated nerve fibre on which impulse jumps from one 

node of Ranvier to another.
	� Resting potential : Potential that exists in an axon at rest or without stimulation.

Topic-2 Human Nervous System

Revision Notes

Nervous System

	� The nervous system in human can be divided into two major parts :
1. Central nervous system (CNS)
2. Peripheral nervous system (PNS) : (a) Somatic nervous system. (b) Autonomous nervous system.
	� The central nervous system consists of brain and spinal cord. 

Brain

	 �	Brain of man weighs about 1.4 kg. It is well developed and protected in a bony box, called cranium. 
	 �	In the cranium, brain is covered by three layers, called meninges. These are – Outer dura mater, middle arachnoid 

layer, and inner pia mater.
	 �	Dura mater and arachnoid layer are separated by sub dural space. Arachnoid layer and pia mater are separated 

by sub arachnoid space.
	 �	Sub dural space and sub arachnoid space are filled with cerebrospinal fluid (alkaline in nature). It protects the 

brain from shocks, mechanical injuries and act as middle man between nervous tissue and blood.
	 �	Brain is formed by two types of substances : Inner gray matter (contain cell bodies of neurons) and outer white 

matter (contain proximal parts of axons).
	 �	Human brain is divisible into three main parts : Forebrain, Midbrain and Hindbrain. 

Parts of brain

	� Forebrain is the largest part of the brain and is divided into olfactory lobes, cerebrum and diencephalon.
	 �	 Olfactory lobes are paired lobes and form the anterior most part of the forebrain. Each olfactory lobe has an 

olfactory bulb and an olfactory duct. These lobes are functionally related to smell.
 � The cerebrum is the largest and most prominent part of the brain. It is divided into right and left hemispheres. 

Cerebral hemisphere is hollow from the interior and has two regions, i.e., outer cortex and inner medulla.
 � Each hemisphere is divided by gyri and sulci into distinct areas known as frontal, parietal, temporal and 

occipital lobes. The cerebral cortex is the highest centre for many activities. There are many functional areas 
of the cerebrum which include visual area, auditory area, association area.

 � Diencephalon consists of two major parts : thalamus (a major coordinating centre for sensory and motor 
signalling) and hypothalamus (which mainly controls the body temperature, urge for eating, drinking and 
action of pituitary gland).

	� Mid brain is located in between the thalamus and hypothalamus and pons. It is a smaller part of the brain which 
help to relay information for vision and hearing.
	� Hind brain is divided into three main parts – Cerebellum, Pons varolli and Medulla oblongata.
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	 �	 Cerebellum is well developed and is composed of a median lobe called vermis and a pair of lateral lobes called 
flocculi. Grey matter of vermis is branched and is known as arbor vitae. It is concerned with maintaining 
equilibrium. 

 � Pons varolli is located below the cerebellum and is responsible for carrying impulses from cerebellum to 
cerebrum. It also helps in regulation of breathing movements.

 � Medulla oblongata is the posterior most part of the brain and is located underneath the cerebellum. It is 
the most essential part of brain, as it controls beating of heart, movement of alimentary canal, movement of 
lungs, movement of diaphragm etc.

Spinal cord

	 � Spinal cord is a long, thin tube like structure, which extends from the medulla oblongata to the lumbar 
region of the vertebral column.

 � It is covered by three meninges : dura mater, arachnoid mater and pia mater. 
 � In the centre, there is a central canal. Grey mater forms a central portion and resembles the alphabet H. 
 � White mater forms the outer portion and is composed of medullated nerve fibres. 
 � The bundle of nerve fibres ascend and descend along the white mater and are called as nerve tracts.
 �	 Spinal cord controls reflex actions of the body. It conducts sensory and motor impulses to and from the 

brain.
Peripheral nervous system
 �	 Peripheral nervous system is the lateral or side part of nervous system which connects central nervous 

system with different parts of body with receptors and effectors, i.e., sense organs and muscular system of 
the body, e.g., cranial nerves and spinal nerves.

 �	 Nerves formed from spinal cord are known as spinal nerves. Each spinal nerve has two roots, viz., dorsal 
root and ventral root. These are fused in the neural canal and form a spinal nerve and comes out from the 
vertebral column.

 �	 Cranial nerves are those nerves which arise from the brain. Human has 12 pairs of cranial nerves. These may 
be Afferent nerves, Efferent nerves and Mixed nerves. There are 31 pairs of spinal nerves in humans.

 �	 Autonomic nervous system (or involuntary nervous system) controls various functions which are carried 
independently in the body such as control of rate of heart beat, the movement of alimentary canal etc. 

 �	 The autonomic nervous system consist of two antagonistic systems: (i) Sympathetic Nervous System and  
(ii) Parasympathetic Nervous System.

Reflex action
�	Reflex action is the spontaneous automatic response to a stimulus without the will of an animal. Most of the reflex 

actions are controlled by spinal cord. 
�	The route through which the impulses travel to complete a reflex action is called reflex arc. 
�	The sensory stimulus reach the dorsal half of spinal cord through dorsal root of a spinal nerve (afferent nerve)
�	The impulse is processed and necessary stimulus are given to the efferent nerve through ventral root via 

intermediate neuron (present in spinal cord).

 
	� Reflexes are of two types : Conditional reflexes and Unconditional (Natural) reflexes.
	� Conditional reflexes are acquired reflexes during lifetime of an individual. 
�	They are not constant. It includes receptor, sensory nerves, area of cerebral cortex, motor nerve and effector 

organ.
�	Functions of conditional reflexes. Our habits are formed by conditional reflexes, helps in elimination of harmful 

influences and ensure adaptation of the organism.
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�	Unconditional reflexes are inborn and transmitted from generation to generation, e.g., Breast feeding, 
constriction of pupils if bright light falls on the eye.

�	Importance of reflex action: It enables the organism for an immediate response to a harmful stimulus. It reduces 
the overloading in brain and increases the chances of survival of an organism.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Flow of nerve impulse
	  Mnemonics : Seema and Rita are Singing New song Composed by Mita in New Experiment Room
	  Interpretation : Stimulus, Receptor, Sensory Nerve, Spinal Cord, Motor Nerve, Effector, Response.

Key Terms

	� Chiasma : A cross of two optic nerves.
	� Perception : It is the conscious awareness and interpretation of sensations.
	� Neuroendocrine system : It is a network of endocrine glands, whose hormone production is controlled by 

command from the CNS.

Topic-3 Sense Organs — Eye and Ear

Revision Notes

Sense organs

�	Sense organs are the organs that enable us to detect all types of changes that occurs in the environment.
�	These organs send appropriate signals to the central nervous system, where all the inputs are processed and 

analysed. 

�	The major sense organ includes eye, ear, tongue, nose and skin. 
�	These organs are responsible for vision, balance and hearing, taste, smell and feel respectively.

Eye

�	The organ of sight and vision are a pair of eyes in humans. These are hollow, spherical organs situated in body 
cavities called orbits or eye sockets.

�	The accessory structure of the eye include eyebrows, eyelids and tear glands (lacrimal glands).

� Eyebrows does not constitute the internal part of the eye. They instead act as the protective covering and protect 
the eye from sweat, dust and other foreign bodies. 

�	The eyelids are two movable folds situated above and below the front of the eye which prevents falling of larger 
particles into the eyes.

�	Tear glands (lacrimal glands) are located at the upper sideward portion of the orbit and secrete tears. The tear 
help in keeping front surface of the eye clean by washing away the dust particles. 

Eye Ball

�	Eye ball is made up of three layers – sclerotic, choroid layer and retina.
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�	The outer covering of eye is the sclerotic coat, made up of dense connective tissue. In front, it is transparent and 
form cornea. Cornea is covered by transparent epidermal layer, called conjunctiva. Conjunctiva is continuous 
with the lining of eye lids.

�	The middle layer of eye is the choroid coat, which is highly vascular and contains pigment cells. In front, choroid 
coat forms the iris, which is perforated by a round pupil. Iris is visible through cornea and is pigmented (black, 
brown, blue, green, grey etc.) in human and in other mammals.

�	In the peripheral margin, choroid coat form a ciliary body. Behind the iris, is a biconvex lens. 

�	The inner most layer of eye is the retina, which is light sensitive. It consists of two layers – Outer layer is closely 
attached to the choroid coat and inner layer is light sensitive.

�	Retina proper contain rods and cones. Rods contain rhodopsin. Rods distinguish the intensity of light. Cones 
contain iodopsin. Cones are responsible for colour distinction.

�	Nerve cell bodies of neurons lie in retina proper. Their axons are formed into optic nerve. The point of exit of optic 
nerve from retina forms blind spot.

�	Lens divide the cavity of eye ball into two chambers – (i) Anterior chamber is called aqueous chamber and is filled 
with aqueous humour (ii) Posterior chamber is called vitreous chamber and is filled with vitreous humour.

�	Cornea place the image on the retina. Lens is adjusted to form clear image. The adjustment of lens is called 
accommodation. Thus, an inverted image is formed on the retina. This image is interpreted in the brain and thus 
animal see the object in upright way.
	� Disorders of eye 
�	Myopia (Short sight – Corrected by using concave lens)

�	Hypermetropia (Long sight – Corrected by using convex lens)
�	Cataract (Lens becomes opaque and corrected by surgical transplantation of lens)

�	Astigmatism (Caused due to irregular curvature of cornea and corrected by cylindrical lens)

�	Presbyopia (Old age Hypermetropia- Corrected by using bifocal lenses)

Ear

�	Human ear is concerned with two sensory functions such as hearing and maintenance of body balance. The 
ears are located on both sides of the head.

�	In mammals, ear consists of three parts – external ear, middle ear and internal ear.

�	External ear is also called Pinna. It is formed by elastic cartilage. Pinna is movable in mammals with the auricular 
muscles present in it. But in human being, it is immovable.

�	Opening of ear leads into tubular passage, known as external auditory meatus. Inner part of it contain 
ceruminous glands. They secrete ear wax that lubricate the tympanum (ear drum).

�	Middle ear is in tympanic cavity. It is filled with air. This cavity is connected to the pharynx through eustachian 
tube (for equalizing air pressure on both sides of ear drum). Tympanic cavity starts from ear drum (tympanum).

�	Tympanic cavity internally opens into the auditory capsule through a pair of windows – upper fenestra and 
fenestra rotunda.

�	Behind the ear drum, middle ear contains a chain of three bones viz; malleus (hammer like), incus (anvil like) 
and stapes (stirrup like). They convey the vibrations of ear drum to the internal ear.

�	Internal ear is a delicate structure, composed of membranous labyrinth. It is lodged and protected in the 
auditory capsule, formed by periotic bone.

�	Space between membranous labyrinth and bony capsule is filled with perilymph. Membranous labyrinth is 
filled with endolymph. It contain small calcareous pieces, called otoliths.

�	Membranous labyrinth is formed by a dorsal utriculus and ventral sacculus. 
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�	Utriculus is provided with three semicircular canals (external, anterior and posterior). They are arranged at 
right angle to each other. Each semicircular canal ends with a bulb like structure, called ampulla. It contains 
sensory area known as crista ampullaris.

�	Sacculus is the ventral part of membranous labyrinth. It has a spirally coiled tube, called cochlear duct or 
lagina membrane. This causes the tympanic membrane to vibrate.

�	The vibrations are picked up by the malleus on the other side. These vibrations are transmitted to the fenestra 
ovalis via incus and stapes. 

�	These vibrations travel along the vestibular canal to the end of the cochlea. Due to this, the liquid in the 
cochlea begins to vibrate and the pressure vibrations are turned into electrical signals by the cochlea. These 
electrical signals are carried by auditory nerve to the brain.

�	The equilibrium is maintained by semicircular canals. The equilibrium is of two types – Dynamic equilibrium 
and Static equilibrium.

�	Dynamic equilibrium is maintained by cristae present in ampullae of semicircular canal. When the head is 
rotating, at that time sensory hair get disturbed by moving endolymph. The disturbances are conducted to 
sensory cells and then to nerve fibres which transmit impulses to brain. It brings the organism in equilibrium, 
while the similar sensory cells located in two parts of semicircular canal, i.e., utriculus and sacculus are 
concerned with the static equilibrium of the body, i.e., when the body is stationary.

Key Terms
�	Binocular vision: Simultaneous focusing of two eyes on same object.
�	Blind spot: The spot on the retina which has no photoreceptor.
�	Foramen of Monro: An aperture which connects lateral ventricles of cerebral hemispheres with 3rd ventricle of 

diencephalon.
�	Organ of Corti : It is hearing apparatus present in the middle canal of cochlea.

	

 Mnemonics
Concept : Defects of the eye
Mnemonics : Mina And Hina Have Personal Computer
Interpretation : Myopia, Astigmatism, Hyperopia, Hypermetropia, Presbyopia, Cataract

qq

CHAPTER-9 
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Revision Notes

Glandular system
 � Glands are differentiated into exocrine glands whose secretion are conducted by ducts and endocrine glands (or 

ductless glands) which do not have ducts and whose secretions are poured directly into the blood stream. 
� The chemical substances produced by endocrine glands are termed hormones.
� The hormones act as chemical messengers or messenger molecules. Hormones are transported to target organs 

by blood.
� Hormones are produced in very small quantity. Their minute amount produce marked effect.
� Deficiency or excess of hormones may result in number of diseases. 

Endocrine glands
 The main endocrine glands in human beings include adrenal glands, pancreas, thyroid gland and pituitary gland.
� Adrenal: Adrenal glands are placed at the top of each kidney and have two regions, an outer yellow cortex and 

an inner reddish brown medulla.
� Cortex secrete corticoids. The important corticoids are – Mineralocorticoids, Glucocorticoids and sex corticoids.
� Mineralocorticoids are concerned with water and electrolyte balance. Hyposecretion of it causes imbalance of Na+ 

and K+. As a result nervous disorder takes place, which leads to death while hypersecretion causes neuromuscular 
disturbance.

� Glucocorticoids are concerned with synthesis of glycogen in liver, protein break down, increased WBC etc. 
Hyposecretion causes Addison’s disease (Shock, reduced blood pressure, high urea in blood etc.). Hypersecretion 
causes Cushing’s disease.

� Medulla secrete adrenaline or epinephrine. It is called emergency hormone and fight, flight and fright (3F) 
hormone. It stimulate heart beat and blood glucose.

� Thyroid gland: It is the largest endocrine gland in the body. 
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� In mammals, it is bilobed gland, lie close to the trachea below the thyroid cartilage. 
� It mainly secretes the hormone thyroxine and calcitonin (causes the deposition of Ca²+ in bones).
� Thyroxine hormone is responsible for regulating the normal basal metabolism of the body. 
� It also influences the general body growth, body temperature, mental development etc.
� Hypothyroidism causes cretinism (stunted physical and mental growth) in children and myxoedema or Gull’s 

disease (puffiness of skin) in adults.
� Hyperthyroidism causes increased metabolic rate, sweating, flushing etc.
� Pituitary gland: It is considered as the master gland of endocrine system because it performs many functions 

besides the control of other endocrine glands.
� It is present on the ventral side of diencephalon found attached to the infundibulum. 
� Pituitary gland is a trilobed structure, having anterior lobe, intermediate lobe and posterior lobe. Hormones 

produced by these three lobes are as follows :
(i) Anterior lobe
 (a) Growth hormone or Somatotropin : Primary function of this hormone is to stimulate growth of body and body 

parts proportionately. Hyposecretion of these glands causes dwarfism while hypersecretion in children causes 
gigantism. In adults causes acromegaly (over growth of bones of hands, feet, jaws, cheeks etc.)

 (b) Thyroid stimulating hormone: It stimulate the thyroid gland to secrete thyroxine.
 (c) Adrenocorticotropic hormone: It stimulate the adrenal cortex.
 (d) Gonadotropins: Stimulate primary organs i.e. ovaries and testes.
 (e) Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) influence maturation of follicles of ovary to produce eggs in females and 

spermatogenesis in males.
 (f) Luteinizing hormone (LH) in female induces ovulation and secretion of progesterone from corpus luteum.
 (g) Interstitial cell stimulating hormone (ICSH) in male stimulates release of sperm and of testosterone hormone 

which controls secondary sexual characters.
 (h) Lactogenic hormone or Prolactin (PL) initiates milk production in pregnant female.
(ii) Posterior Lobe: The posterior lobe produces two hormones. 
 (a) Oxytocin stimulates smooth muscle contraction, specially of the uterus during child birth.
 (b) Vasopressin or antidiuretic hormone (ADH) regulate absorption of water from kidney tubules.
 Hyposecretion causes diabetes insipidus in which loss of water through urine results. Hypersecretion causes 

water retention in tissue.
(iii) Intermediate Lobe: It produces melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSH) controlling pigmentation of skin.

Heterocrine gland
� Pancreas: It is a heterocrine gland because it is exo-endocrine in function.
 l Endocrine part is formed by Islets of Langerhans. Islets are of two types:
 (a) α – cells : secrete glucagon.
 (b) β – cells : secrete insulin.
� Glucagon increases blood glucose levels by promoting glycogenolysis.
� Insulin make the cell membranes more permeable for uptake of blood glucose and as a result blood glucose 

level is lowered. Deficiency of insulin leads to diabetes mellitus and glucosuria (glucose in urine).

Differences between endocrine and endocrine glands

Endocrine gland Exocrine gland

These are ductless glands as their secretory 
products are released into the blood stream 

These are  glands with ducts as their secretory products 
are released into the ducts

Their excretory products are hormones Their excretory products are enzymes and sweat, etc.

Example: adrenal gland and thyroid gland. Example: sweat gland, mammary gland and lachrymal 
gland

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Anterior Pituitary Hormone
	  Mnemonics : Please Give Little Attention To Me Fast
	  Interpretation : Prolactin, Growth hormone, Luteinizing hormone, Adrenocorticotropic hormone, Thyroid 

stimulating hormone, Melanocyte stimulating hormone, Follicle stimulating hormone.
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Key Terms

 � Acromegaly : Gorilla like appearance due to over secretion of STH (Somatotropin) of anterior lobe in adult.
� Addison’s disease: A condition caused by deficiency of aldosterone hormone and characterized by skin 

discolouration, muscular weakness, low B.P etc.
� Cretinism : A condition due to the deficiency of thyroxine hormone in childhood.
� Cushing syndrome : Caused by hypersecretion of cortisol or glycocorticoid, characterized by high blood sugar 

level, swollen face, neck, hands.
� Gigantism : Abnormal increase in height due to excessive secretion of GH from anterior pituitary lobe.
� Grave’s disease : It is due to the excess of thyroxine.
� Gynecomastia : Development of breasts in male.
� Gluconeogenesis : Formation of glucose from non-sugars.
� Glycogenesis : Formation of glycogen from glucose in liver and muscles.
� Glycogenolysis : Breakdown of glycogen into glucose in liver and muscles.
� Heterocrine gland : A gland with endocrine and exocrine parts.
� Lag period : Period between secretion of hormone from endocrine gland and biological response to it.
� Osteoporosis : Bones become soft and fragile.
� Tetany : It is a condition which results due to the fall of calcium level in the blood.
� Polydipsia : In this case there is a less insulin secretion and person feel thirsty. It leads to dehydration.
� Pheromones : Pheromones are defined as chemical excreted or released by one animals to the exterior that evoke 

a physiological or behavioural response in another animals of the same species. This are secreted by exocrine 
gland.

� Gull’s disease or Myxoedema : It is a disease caused by malfunctioning of thyroid.
� Hypophysectomy : Removal of pituitary gland.
� Endocrinology : Study of endocrine glands.
� Glucagon : The hormone that brings about increase in blood sugar. It is also known as fasting hormone.

qq

CHAPTER-10 
THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

Topic-1 Reproductive Organs and Accessory Glands

Revision Notes

Reproductive system
 � Reproduction is a process by which each of the living organism multiplies to form new individuals of its own 

kind. Animals and plants reproduce enormously to continue their race.
 � Patterns of Reproduction :

 (i) Asexual
 (ii) Sexual

 � Asexual reproduction: It does not involve formation and fusion of gametes. It occurs by method like budding, 
fission, fragmentation etc.  

 � Sexual reproduction: It is a fusion of male and female gametes. They are fused to form a zygote. Which eventually 
develop into a complete individual. 

 � Reproductive Organs in humans: These organs are divided into following two main parts –
 (i) Primary Reproductive Organs : These include the gonads of both male (testes) and female (ovaries) which 

are responsible for producing gametes i.e., sperms (in males) and eggs (in females). The process is known 
as gametogenesis.
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 (ii) Accessory Reproductive Organs : These include all the structures which help in the process of reproduction. 
These parts have distinct roles from fertilisation to growth, development and birth of the baby. 

Male Reproductive System

	 �	The reproductive organs in males comprises of following reproductive parts –Testes, Epididymis, Vasa 
deferentia, Ejaculatory duct, Urethra and Penis.

	 �	Testes: It is a pair of pinkish, oval bodies present in sacs called scrotum. Testes are held in position by spermatic 
cord. The cavity of scrotal sac is connected to abdominal cavity through inguinal canal. The scrotal sac acts as 
thermoregulator, maintaining testes at a temperature 2°C lower than the normal body temperature.

	 �	There are about 250 testicular lobules present in each testis. Each lobule contains long and very much 
coiled seminiferous tubules which are lined with germinal epithelium. The germinal epithelium produces 
spermatids which get food from sertoli cells and develop into sperms.

	 �	Leydig’s cells or Interstitial cells are spherical cells arranged in groups inside testes. These acts as endocrine 
gland. These cells secrete testosterone hormone which is concerned with the formation of secondary sexual 
characters in males.

	 �	Epididymis is a very long and highly convoluted tube which lies along the side of testes. Here, the sperm 
undergoes maturation and acquire fertilising capacity and increased motility. In the lower portion or tail of 
the epididymis, the sperms are stored for a short period of time before entering the vas deferens.

	 �	Vas deferens is long narrow muscular structure which start from epididymis, joins with ejaculatory duct and 
urethra.

	 �	Ejaculatory ducts are two in number. Each have a length of 2 cm and they open into urethra. They pass 
through prostate gland.

	 �	Urethra arises from urinary bladder. It receives prostate ducts and ejaculatory ducts. It continues downward 
and receives duct from cowper’s gland. The urethra open out at the tip of penis.

	 �	Penis is cylindrical copulatory organ. It is supported by erectile tissue. The tip is called Glans penis. It is 
highly sensitive.

	 �	Associated with male reproductive organs, the following glands are present – Seminal vesicles, Prostate 
gland, Cowper’s glands.

	 �	Seminal vesicles are a pair of long highly muscular pouch like organs placed between the bladder and 
rectum. They secrete a viscous fluid which is alkaline in nature and contains fructose for energy.

	 �	Prostate gland are present in the first part of urethra. It secrete a thin milky alkaline fluid. Its secretion 
activate the spermatozoa to swim.

	 �	Cowper’s gland is a pair of small pea shaped gland which lie beneath the urinary bladder. It secretes alkaline 
mucus into the urethra.

Female Reproductive System

� Female reproductive system consists of a pair of ovaries, oviduct, uterus and vagina.
	 �	Ovaries are primary sex organs located in pelvic cavity. Ovary is lined by germinal epithelium. Ovary 

contain fibrous, vascular connective tissue called stroma. Stroma contain groups of germinal epithelial cells 
called follicles. One cell from each follicle develop into the ovum and the developing ovum then enclosed by 
a striated membrane is called Zona pellucida or zona radiata. A mature follicle is known as graafian follicle.
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	 �	Mature follicle ruptures and soon swept into the nearest fallopian tube. The process of liberation of ovum 
from ovary is known as ovulation.

	 �	Once the oocyte ovulates, everything left in the follicle begins to break down, forming a structure called 
corpus luteum.

	 �	Corpus luteum secretes progesterone hormone, which is responsible for the preparation of uterus for the 
development of zygote (if fertilization takes place).

	 �	There are a pair of oviduct (fallopian tube) which is about 12 cm in length. It is present above urinary bladder. 
The secretory cells of oviduct produce a viscous liquid which protects and provides nourishment to ovum.

	 �	Uterus is a hollow pear- shaped organ located in the pelvic cavity between the urinary bladder and rectum. 
It is also known as womb because it is the place where development of embryo takes place.

	 �	It is about 10 cm long. It provides a passage for menstrual flow, serve as receptacle for sperms and it is a part 
of birth canal.

	 �	Vagina: It is the elastic and muscular tube that connects the uterus to the external genitals of the female and 
used as copulatory organ to receive sperm from penis.

	 �	Sperm: A mature sperm is a microscopic, tadpole-shaped structure of about 2.5-3.5 μm in diameter and 60 μm 
long. The sperm has following four parts – head, neck, middle part and tail.

	 �	Head is of large size and has a anterior end, acrosome. The acrosome is formed from Golgi complex. When 
the sperm comes in contact with the egg the acrosome secretes enzyme which dissolves egg membranes and 
sperm enters into egg. The head contains a large nucleus (containing DNA) and little cytoplasm.

	 �	Neck is of small size. It contains two centrioles. One is proximal and the second distal. The distal centriole 
produces axial filament.

	 �	Middle piece lies below neck. It has centre axial filament. Surrounding it, there are large number of 
mitochondria arranged spirally. These mitochondria provide energy for the movement of sperm into the 
female reproductive tract.

	 �	Tail is a long, slender structure which acts as the locomotory organ of the sperm.
	 �	Ovum: Ovum is the female non-motile gamete having the genetic material in the nucleus. As soon as one 

sperm enter the ovum (egg), the entry of other sperm is prevented by some chemical barriers.
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 Mnemonics

	 1. Concept : Male Accessory Glands
	  Mnemonics: BSP
  Interpretation: Bulbourethral Gland, Seminal 

Vesicle, Prostate Gland
	 2. Concept : Parts of Male Reproductive System
	  Mnemonics: SEVENUP

	  Interpretation: 
  S : Seminiferous tubule
  E : Epididymis
  V : Vas deferens
  E : Ejaculatory duct
  U : Urethra
  P : Penis

Key Terms

 � Acrosome: A pointed structure at the tip of the sperm nucleus, which helps sperm in entering the ovum and 
produces lytic enzymes. 

 � Animal pole: Region of the egg from where polar bodies are released.  
 � Binary fission: Asexual reproduction in which parent body divides into two daughter cell.  
 � Breasts: Accessory sex organs of female, consist of mammary gland. 
 � Cervix: Lower part of uterus. 
 � Clitoris: A sensitive structure in the female which is homologous to penis
 � Semen: Fluid that contains the secretions of accessory glands and the sperms.
 � Spermatogenesis: Formation of sperm in the testes.
 � Endometrium: The inner lining of uterus.

Topic-2 Menstrual cycle, Fertilisation and Development of 
Embryo

Revision Notes

Fertilization

	� Fertilisation is the penetration of a mature ovum by the spermatozoan or the fusion of the respective female and 
male gamete in order to produce a zygote.

	 �	Fertilisation takes place in the oviduct. Male discharge about 300 million sperm into female vagina. The 
sperms travel to the uterus. Contraction of the uterus and oviduct assist in sperm movement.

	 �	Secondary oocyte can be fertilised within 24 hours after its release from the ovary. After acrosomal reaction, 
the sperm plasma membrane fuses with plasma membrane of secondary oocyte.

	 �	Sperm entry stimulates secondary oocyte. The head of sperm separates from its body. The male and female 
pronucleus move towards each other and fusion takes place. The fertilised ovum is called zygote.

	 �	Implantation: It is the phenomenon of attachment of developing embryo within the uterus. It leads to the 
state of pregnancy. The uterus continues to develop to take care of the developing embryo.

	 �	Placenta: It is a connection between the foetus and uterine wall of mother to exchange the material. The outer 
surface of chorion develops a number of finger like projections known as chorionic villi which penetrate the 
tissue to make up placenta.

	 �	Amnion: It is thin, double-layered membranous structure enclosing an embryo. The space between the 
amnion and foetus in the embryo is filled with the amniotic fluid. This fluid helps in protecting embryo from 
mechanical shock and physical damage.

	 �	Gestation: It is the time period during which the embryo remains in the uterus. The gestation period is of 
about 9 months or 280 days in human females.

	 �	Parturition: It is the phenomenon of delivery of a baby which occurs due to the vigorous contractions of 
the uterus at the end of pregnancy. Oxytocin is the hormone which is responsible for these contractions in 
human female resulting into the child birth.
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	 �	In human beings only one foetus develops at a time. Sometimes, two foetus are formed and these are 
termed as twins and rarely 3 to 4 are formed.

	 �	Non-identical or dizygotic or fraternal twins forms when 2 eggs are released and are fertilised by two 
sperms, producing two zygotes. Each zygote produces a young one. Each foetus has its separate placenta. 
Since two different eggs produce two young ones, they will have different physical and mental traits and 
may or may not be of the same sex.

	 �	Identical or monozygotic twins forms from a single zygote during first cleavage divides into two cells which 
separate off and each behave like a zygote producing a young one. Since the two embryos are produced from 
one zygote, the two young one resemble each other in physical and mental traits and necessarily of the same 
sex, both either male or female. The twins share the same placenta.

� Menstrual cycle: It is a series of changes that occurs in the reproductive tract of human females with a periodicity 
of 28 days. It is characterized by menses or loss of blood for a few days. Menstrual cycle consists of the following 
phases –

	 �	Menstrual phase is the phase of menstrual flow or menses which continues for 3-5 days. It involves discharge 
of blood and cast of endometrial lining due to reduced level of both estrogen and progesterone hormones.

	 �	Follicular phase completes in 14 days. The anterior lobe of the pituitary gland secretes FSH which stimulates 
follicular cells of graafian follicle to secrete estrogen. Estrogens enhances proliferation of cells of endometrium 
of uterus. Oestrogen hormone goes to anterior lobe of pituitary gland and inhibits the secretion of FSH and 
stimulates luteinizing hormone (LH).

	 �	In ovulatory phase, rupture of graafian follicle occurs. As a result, egg gets released to travel the oviduct. It 
occurs on about 13-14th day of the menstrual cycle.

	 �	Luteal phase continues for around 15-28 days. During this phase, uterus lining gets thickened and the 
remaining part of the graafian follicle transforms into the corpus luteum, an endocrine gland/tissue which 
secrete progesterone hormone.

	 �	If there is no fertilisation during this period, the uterus lining again start shedding on the 28th day.

	 �	If the egg gets fertilised, it implants to the uterine lining and there will be no menstrual flow because the 
level of progesterone increases (preventing the growth and maturation of another follicle).

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Hormones secreted by ovary
	  Mnemonics: RIPE
	  Interpretation : Relaxin, Inhibin, Progesterone, Estrogen

Key Terms

 � Cleavage: Cleavage is a unique embryological process which transforms the single fertilised egg cell into a sphere 
of closely aggregated multitude of cells.

 � Capacitation: The changes in a mammalian sperm which prepares it to fertilise the ovum is termed as capacitation.

 � Colostrum: The first milk secreted by the mammary glands on the first day following parturition.

 � Copulation: The sexual union of two individuals resulting in insemination of male gametes in close proximity to 
the female gamete.

 � Corona radiata: Radiating rows of follicle cells surrounding the ovum at the time of ovulation.

 � Embryonic development: Structural and physiological changes in a zygote (or foetus) till the formation of an 
adult.

 � Holoblastic cleavage: Cleavage division that divide egg (zygote) completely.

 � Implantation: The embedding of blastocyst in the endometrium of uterus.

 � Gonads: The organs that produce gametes. Testes are male gonads and ovaries are female gonads.

 � Menopause: Stoppage of menstrual cycle and ovulation at the age of 40-45 years.

 � Oogenesis: Formation of ova in the ovaries.
qq
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UNIT – IV: Population

CHAPTER-11 
POPULATION

Topic-1 Population, Terms Related to Population and its 
Explosion

Revision Notes

Population

 � Organisms belonging to a particular species inhabiting in a definite area which can reproduce among themselves 
and produce fertile offspring is called population.

 � Human is the most intelligent animal among the species inhabiting in the world. He has learnt the way in which 
he can protect himself from natural calamities, diseases etc. This leads to undue increase in human population.

 � To understand the causes, effects and control of population explosion, one should know about the basic terms 
and definitions, which are discussed below :

	 �	Population density : The population density is defined as the number of individuals of a species inhabiting 
a unit area.

	 �	Growth rate of population : It is defined as the difference between the birth rate and death rate in a given 
amount of population in a given time.

	 �	Population growth : It is the change in the population over a period of time. It is the collection of inter-
breeding organisms of a particular species. 

	 �	Demography : The scientific statistical study of human population is called demography. It deals with three 
phenomena;

 – The changes in population size (growth or decline).
 – The composition of population. 
 – The distribution of population in space.
	 �	Population Explosion : The increase in population size over a relatively short period is called population 

explosion. It is due to increase in birth rate and decrease in death rate.
	 �	Carrying capacity : It is defined as feeding capacity of an environment for a population of a species under 

set of conditions. It depends upon 
  (a) Productive system (b) Protective system
	 �	Birth rate (Natality) : It is defined as the total number of live births per thousand individuals of a population 

per year. It results in increased population size and population density.
	 �	Death rate (Mortality) : Mortality or death rate is the total number of death per thousand individuals 

per year. Death rate has fallen in most countries. It is due to improved personal hygiene, sanitation and 
modern medical facilities.

	 �	Vital index : The percentage ratio of natality and mortality in a unit population in a unit time is called vital 
index. Formula for calculating vital index is: 

  
Vital Index = 

Natality
Mortality

×100

� Major cause of population explosion in the world are: 
 � Decline in death rate, maternal mortality rate and infant mortality rate.
 � Control of diseases has reduced the death rate.
 � Advancement in agriculture, improvement in food storage conditions, better means of transport and better 

medical facilities decreases death rate. 
� Consequences of population explosion : Population explosion has become serious world concern. The continuous 

population growth will result in misery, poor health and increase in urban slums due to following reasons :
 � It will lead to food crisis resulting in famines, hunger and poor health.
 � There will be acute shortage of clothing and shelter.
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 � Shortage of drinking water.
 � Pollution of air, water and land.
 � Danger of epidemic diseases.
 � Acute shortage of natural resources.
� Urbanization causing serious pressure on resources- Rapid growth of population has led to urbanization which 

has adversely affected the environment. Due to population pressure, natural resources in the cities are depleting 
at a faster rate.

� Man has established new housing colonies, markets, hospitals, national highways and hydropower projects and 
forests have been wiped out. These destructive activities have increased and led to ecological imbalance. 

� Environmental degradation is also due to transport development in the different parts of the world, e.g., means 
of conveyance (i.e., using car, bikes etc), using more and more household equipments and buying more clothes, 
shoes, accessories etc.

� Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs. The sustainable development can be achieved by taking following 
measures :

 (i) Process of recycling and reusing natural resources.
 (ii) Increase in use of renewable resources such as solar energy, wind power, etc.
 (iii) Judicial use of available natural resources.

Key Terms

 � Maximum carrying capacity: It is the support, food, space, etc. provided by the environment to maximum 
population size. 

 � Life supportive capacity: It is the productive and protective system which support life. 
 � Productive system: It consists of croplands, orchards etc. which provide food to life.
 � Protective system: It is the second component of the environment which comprises climate, forests, oceans etc. 

and buffers air and water cycle and moderates temperature.
 � Exponential growth: When the resources availability is unlimited in the habitat, the population of an organism 

living in the habitat grows in an exponential or geometric fashion.

Topic-2 Population Related Problems and Control

Revision Notes

	� It is necessary to control the rate of population for better future of mankind, because the rise in population 
density causes many problems, such as decline in general health and per capita income and depletion of natural 
resources.

� Population growth can be checked through : (i) Family planning (ii) Mass media
 (i) Family planning : Efficient, cheap, safe, reversible and acceptable methods should be employed for birth 

control. Following are the scientific methods for birth control –
  – By taking oral contraceptive pills. These pills suppress the pregnancy by suppressing the production of 

ovum by hormones.
  – Following are the methods to prevent fertilization of ovum by sperm:
  (a) Use of intra-uterine contraceptive devices (IUCD) like copper-T or loop.
  (b) Use of condoms, diaphragm or spermicidal cream.
  (c) Vasectomy i.e., cutting of sperm duct in males and tubectomy i.e., cutting of oviduct in females.
   Male sterilisation: It is a permanent method of birth control in which either testes are surgically removed, 

called castration, or cutting of the vas deferens, called Vasectomy.
   Female sterilisation: Tubectomy is the method of birth control in which fallopian tubes are cut and tied
 (ii) Mass Media or Communication : Radio, television, newspapers, magazines, hoardings and posters should be 

employed to spread the messages of family planning and birth control and its advantages.
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� Family welfare : The government has opened family welfare department and dispensaries to provide necessary 
help for birth control. The inverted red triangle is the popular sign of Family Welfare Centre Department. Family 
welfare centres have three aspects which includes :

 (a) Family planning in terms of having small family.
 (b) Advantages of small family, including diet and nutrition of the child and of the pregnant mother.
 (c) Providing care to children by immunization and oral rehydration therapy so as to ensure survival of young 

 ones.
� Drawbacks of large family: 
 (a) Difficult to afford even the basic requirements of a large family.
 (b) Children often fall victim to malnutrition.
 (c) Children born at a late stage are physically weak and mentally retarded.
� Advantages of small family:
 (a) It helps in the upgradation of the quality of life.
 (b) It increases the per capita income, i.e., reduces the economical pressure.
 (c) It improves the education and medical facilities provided to the family members.
 (d) It ensures good health of the mother and the  child.

  

 Mnemonics

� Concept : Contraceptive methods
� Mnemonics : I Can Come Directly to South central Park 
� Interpretation : IUCD, Copper-T, Condoms, Diaphragm, Spermicidal cream, Pills.  

Key Terms

 � Doubling time: It is the time required for the population to become double of its time.
� Fertility: It is the ability of reproductive active individuals to produce young ones.
� Fertilization: The process in which two gamete unite is called fertilization.
� Total fertility rate: It is the average number of children that would be born to a woman over her lifetime.
� Replacement level: It is number of children produced to a couple which must replace them.
� Zero birth rate: If the death rate and birth rate are equal then zero birth rate occurs.

qq

UNIT – V: Pollution

CHAPTER-12 
POLLUTION

Topic-1 Pollution and its Types

Revision Notes

Introduction

 � Pollution is an undesirable change in the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of our environment, 
which occurs largely due to  human activities. Substances that is responsible for pollution are called pollutants. 
These are classified into two main types:

	 �	Biodegradable pollutants: These pollutants are degraded by decomposers e.g., food, kitchen waste, etc.
	 �	Non-biodegradable pollutants: These pollutants are not degraded or decomposed by decomposers e.g., 

DDT, BHC, plastics.
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 � Pollution of the surrounding environment is the most serious ecological crisis that humans are facing today and 
the reasons behind this are as follows:

	 �	Increase in population.
	 �	Industrial development.
 �  Based on the component of environment being affected, pollution can be categorised into the following main 

types:
	 �	Air pollution. �	Water pollution. �	Soil pollution. �	Noise pollution.
 � Air pollution: Release of harmful substances into the atmosphere which are harmful to mankind and other 

organisms is called air pollution. Air pollutants are of the following types - 
	 �	Particulate pollutants: These constitute harmful particles such as dust particles, metallic particles, smoke, 

mining, stone drilling, wearing of rubber tyres, etc., which remain suspended in the air.
	 �	Gaseous pollutants: These constitute the harmful gases such as CO2, H2S, CO, SO2, NO2, etc, that are given 

out from a variety of sources.
 � Air pollution can be caused by either of the following sources – Natural resources and Man-made resources.

 (a) Natural resources include volcanic eruptions, fumes from forest fires, dust from storms, pollen etc.
 (b) Man-made resources include excessive use of automobiles, garbage, industrial brick kilns, etc.

 � Some of the man-made sources of air pollution are described below:
	 �	Vehicular air pollution: Pollutants produced by vehicle exhausts include CO, NO2, SO2, hydrocarbon and 

volatile organic compounds etc. The main cause of vehicular pollution is the rapidly growing number of 
vehicles. This type of pollution can be easily controlled by the use of lead free petrol, use of CNG over petrol, 
efficient engine, good quality automobiles etc.

	 �	Industrial air pollution: Factories pollute the air through fossil fuel emission. These emissions include CO2, 
CH4 and nitrous oxides. Combustion creates these toxic pollutants. Industries should not be allowed to 
operate in highly populated areas. Instead, they should be established at least a few kilometers away from 
the same. A broad zone of trees and shrubs should be planted around the industrial area.

	 �	Burning garbage: Garbage from homes and kitchen wastes include items such as vegetables and fruit peels, 
polythene bags etc. These wastes are either used in making manure for agriculture purposes or should 
be burnt in enclosure. On burning garbage, harmful gases such as CO2 etc., are released which causes air 
pollution. 

	 �	Brick kilns: Brick kilns are fire heated enclosures used for making bricks that are used in construction 
purposes. The wastes produced by these enclosures are large quantity of ash and broken small pieces of 
bricks, which causes air pollution.

 � Water pollution: It is defined as any change in water quality that makes it unsuitable for use by humans and other 
living organisms. 

 � The major sources of water pollution are given below:
	 �	Sewage: Discharge of untreated and partially treated sewage into the rivers, canals, tanks etc, cause very 

serious pollution. They cause spreading of water-born diseases like dysentery, typhoid, cholera, jaundice etc. 
	 �	Household detergents: Detergents and soaps used for household purposes, i.e., for washing clothes and 

utensils and for bathing release dirty water which becomes  a cause for water pollution.
	 �	Industrial effluents: Discharge of untreated wastes (wastes from breweries, dyeing, textiles, paper, 

pharmaceutical industries etc.) of various industries into nearby river or lake cause serious water pollution.
	 �	Oil spills: Spills from oil wells and refineries and washing of tankers during loading and unloading a is a 

cause of water pollution. These spills are always in danger of catching fire. Also, the oil spills spread over the 
surface of water and kills plankton and smear others which happen to come on the surface. There is reduced 
oxygenation of underlying water. As a result, many aquatic life forms such as fishes, etc, are killed.

	 �	Thermal pollution: Water used for oil refineries, nuclear power plants and other thermal power plants 
are released into the nearby streams. The water released by industries is warmer than the normal water of 
streams. Due to these temperature changes, the aquatic life forms and aquatic plants get affected.

 � Soil pollution: It is defined as any undesirable change in the soil profile affecting its productivity. Water and air 
pollution can spread to long distances but soil pollution is largely localized.

 � The major sources of soil pollution are given below:
	 �	Industrial wastes: Various industries release certain solid wastes in addition to gaseous air pollutants and 

other chemicals. The solid wastes are thrown out in the form of fly ash, metallic ash, chemical residues, etc. 
which gets settled on the surface of soil, thereby polluting it.

	 �	Urban and Domestic wastes : Solid wastes are also produced from homes, shops, restaurants, etc. These 
include plastic bottles, polythene bags, bulbs, kitchen wastes, etc., which is collected and disposed off by 
municipal workers into nearby areas rather than disposing it properly to avoid pollution.
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	 �	Biomedical wastes: Wastes produced by hospitals, clinics, laboratories, etc., are also one of the major causes 
of soil pollution. Numerous items such as syringes, needles, unused and discarded tablets, research material, 
wound dressings, etc., are discarded and disposed off carelessly in the municipal garbage, due to which soil 
gets polluted.

	 �	Chemical fertilizers: Chemical fertilizers that are used for increasing crop yield are proved to be harmful in 
excess amount. 

	 �	Pesticides such as DDT which are used to kill pests and other insects in agricultural farms and fields, also act 
as major pollutants responsible for soil pollution.

 � Noise pollution: It is defined as unwanted sound of generally 80 db or more, which is unpleasant and which 
affects the receiver directly. 

	 �	Major sources of noise pollution includes high intensity sound produced by trains, heavy machines, jet 
crafts, automobiles, loudspeakers at road side and in residential areas.

	 �	Noise pollution has harmful effects on human beings such as it interferes in communication, lowers the 
efficiency of work, disturb sleep thus leading to nervous irritability and sometimes damage ear drums.

	 �	Noise pollution can be minimized by the following methods –
  (i) Misuse of loudspeakers should be checked.
  (ii) Good quality silencer should be used in automobiles.
  (iii) Growing a green belt area around residential area.

 � Radiation: It is the form of energy which consists of high energy particles such as photons, X-rays, etc. Radiations 
are used in laboratory equipments in the field of medicines and other researches. Sources of radiations are mainly 
X-rays and radioactive rays released from nuclear power plants. X-rays contain a huge amount of energy particles 
which may damage the body cells. 

  Nuclear radiations leaked out of nuclear power plants are also major cause of radioactive pollution. The chief 
radioactive pollutant during explosion in Japan and Chernobyl was Iodine-131, which was responsible for 
haemorrhage and even cancers. It also raises the risk of thyroid cancer. Thus, radioactive material should be 
discarded and disposed off carefully, so as to avoid the serious damage, to environment and mankind.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Types of pollution 
	  Mnemonics : Awesome Nation
	  Interpretation : Air pollution, Water pollution, Soil pollution, Noise pollution.

Key Terms

 � Air Pollutant: The substances which contaminate the air are called air pollutants.
 � Bio-medical wastes: Any waste, which is generated during the diagnosis, treatment or immunization of human 

beings or animals or in research activities from hospitals, labs etc.
 � Biodegradable wastes: The wastes which can be decomposed by micro-organism are called biodegradable 

wastes.
 � Smog: Combination of fog and smoke.
 � Eutrophication: Excessive nourishment leading to the loss of aquatic life.

Topic-2 Effect of Pollution and Measures to Control 
Pollution

Revision Notes

1. Effects of Pollution
	� Pollution effects the life of all the types of organisms thereby, influencing the whole environment and climate 

ultimately.
 � Effects of Air Pollution: 
	 �	Causes damage of kidney, liver, brain, muscles, reproductive system etc.
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	 �	Hydrocarbons cause eye irritation, coughing, sneezing. Benzene causes leukemia.
	 �	Carbon monoxide binds with haemoglobin and causes (CO) poisoning, headache, nausea, muscular 

weakness etc.
	 �	N2O, NO2 causes eye irritation, blood congestion, lungs swelling etc.
	 �	PAN (Peroxy Acetyl Nitrate) causes eye irritation and respiratory problems.
 � Effects of Water Pollution:
	 �	Pollution of water may cause many water-born diseases such as typhoid, dysentery, etc.
	 �	Aquatic animals and sea birds may be killed due to oil spills.
	 �	Discharge of excessive nutrients through sewage into the static water leads to death of aquatic life. The 

organic matter increases growth of algae that consumes a lot of O2. This decreases the O2 content causing 
problem for water organisms. This phenomena is known as eutrophication.

 � Effects of Soil Pollution:
	 �	Soil pollution may lead to loss of soil fertility.
	 �	Accumulation of pesticides in increasing concentration in the body of living beings through food chain 

results in biomagnification or biological magnification.
	 �	Non-target organisms are killed in the soil.
 � Effects of Radiations: 
	 �	Radiation may cause cancer and mutation in reproductive cells.
	 �	Overdoses of radiation may be lethal and may even cause death.
 � Effects of Pollution on Climate and Environment: 
 1. Acid Rain: Acid rain consists of acidic gases like sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic carbons and 

hydrogen chlorides. Acid rain is harmful to the environment in many ways as follows :
	 �	It damages the foliage and growing points of the plant. It causes chlorosis, necrosis, defoliation and die back 

diseases in plants.
	 �	It causes leaching of essential minerals from the soil. 50% natural forests have been destroyed by acid rain in 

Germany, Sweden, Poland etc.
	 �	Acid in the rain reacts with the calcium of statues, sculpture and ancient monuments and damage them.

 2. Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming: The world is experiencing greenhouse effect or rise in atmospheric 
temperature due to increase in concentration of greenhouse gases. Concentration of CO2 has increased from 
280 ppm in 1800 to 360 ppm in 2000. If the trend continues, CO2 concentration is likely to double in the next 
few years as the rate of fossil fuel consumption is rising by 6% annually. 

 � Global warming: It is the phenomenon of gradual increase in the average temperature of the surface of the earth. 
It occurs due to the following reasons –

 (a) Release of more CO2 due to burning of fossil fuels.
 (b) Less utilization of CO2 in photosynthesis due to decrease in vegetation cover which is the result of 

deforestation.
 � Effects of global warming
  �	Melting of glaciers and ice caps.
  �	Rise of water levels in oceans.
  �	Submergence of several islands.
  �	Development of different rain pattern.

 3. Ozone layer depletion: Ozone is a triatomic molecule (O3) of oxygen found in the upper atmosphere. In the 
stratosphere, it helps in absorbing harmful UV radiations coming from the sun. The absorption of UV radiation 
is directly proportional to the thickness of ozone shield. The ozone shield is thin near equator, therefore in 
this region maximum UV radiations reach earth. Global average ozone layer thickness is declining, because 
of escape of CFCs, CH4 and N2O into stratosphere which are damaging ozone layer. Ozone depletion is 
particularly marked over the Antarctic region. This led to formation of a large area of thinned ozone layer, 
called as Ozone hole. A 5% loss of ozone shield results in increase of 10% UV radiations which reach the earth. 
These have following effects on human beings :

  �	Increase in UV radiations cause skin cancer including melanoma.
  �	UV radiations reduce immune system.
  �	It spoils photosynthesis and obstruct food chain and indirectly affects the man.

 4. Measures to control pollution: We cannot stop pollution from our environment completely but by taking few 
major steps we can easily prevent it from increasing with each passing day. Some of the steps that we should 
follow to control or to remove pollution are as follows:

  �	Diesel buses should be replaced by CNG buses. 
  �	Use of unleaded petrol in cars and two wheelers.
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  �	The plants which can fix carbon monoxide should be grown.
  �	By switching off the engines of the vehicles at traffic signals, when it is not in use.
  �	Organic wastes should be composed to produce biogas.
  �	Recycling of paper, plastic, metal and glass is the effective measure to control soil pollution.
  �	Use of pesticides should be checked.
  �	Electrostatic precipitators and filters should be used in chimneys to lessen industrial pollution.
 � Control of Air Pollution (vehicular standards)
 � Euro/Bharat Stage: According to this standard, all transport vehicles carry a fitness certificate that is renewed 

each year after the first two years of new vehicle’s registration. On Oct. 6, 2003 the National Auto Fuel Policy has 
been announced for introducing Euro 2-4 emission and fuel regulations. Accordingly, a standard that is Bharat 
Stage III Euro 3 for nationwide is envisaged.

  

 Mnemonics

	� Concept : Gases responsible for ozone depletion
	  Mnemonics : Clouds Come Nearer.
	  Interpretation : CFCs, CH4, N2o

Key Terms

 � Global warming: It is a gradual increase in the overall temperature of the earth’s atmosphere generally attributed 
to the greenhouse effect caused by increased levels of carbon dioxide, CFCs, and other pollutants.

 � Oil spills: The accidental discharge of petroleum in oceans or estuaries due to oil refineries, offshore oil mining 
or overturning of oil tankers in the sea.

 � Biomagnification: An increase in the toxic materials at each level of food chain is called biomagnification.
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